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i Massively Parallel Nearest Neighbors Searches in Dynamic Point Clouds on GPU 

Abstract 
This dissertation introduces a GPU grid-based data structure for massively parallel nearest neighbor 

queries for dynamic point clouds. The implementation provides real-time performance and it is 

executed on GPU, both grid construction and nearest neighbors (approximate or exact) searches. 

This minimizes the memory transfer between device and system memories, improving overall 

performance. The proposed algorithm may be used across different applications with static and 

dynamic scenarios. Moreover, the data structure supports tri-dimensional point clouds and given its 

dynamic nature, the user can change the data structure’s parameters at runtime. The same applies 

to the number of neighbors to be found. A CPU reference was implemented and performance 

comparisons justify the use of GPUs as massive parallel processors. Furthermore, the proposed data 

structure’s performance is related to previous CPU and GPU implementations. Finally, a real-time 

Point-Based Rendering application was developed in order to verify the data structure’s potential. 

Keywords: nearest neighbor search; massive parallel programming; GPGPU; KNN; ANN; Point-Based 

Rendering; PBR. 

  



 

 
 
 

  

ii Massively Parallel Nearest Neighbors Searches in Dynamic Point Clouds on GPU 

Resumo 
Esta dissertação introduz uma estrutura de dados baseada em gride implementada em GPU. Ela foi 

desenvolvida para pesquisa dos vizinhos mais próximos em nuvens de pontos dinâmicas, de uma 

forma massivamente paralela. A implementação possui desempenho em tempo real e é executada 

em GPU, ambas construção do gride e pesquisas dos vizinhos mais próximos (exatos e aproximados). 

Dessa forma, a transferência de memória entre sistema e dispositivo é minimizada, aumentando o 

desempenho de uma forma geral. O algoritmo proposto pode ser usado em diferentes aplicações 

com cenários estáticos ou dinâmicos. Além disso, a estrutura de dados suporta nuvens de pontos 

tridimensionais e dada sua natureza dinâmica, o usuário pode mudar seus parâmetros em tempo de 

execução. O mesmo se aplica ao número de vizinhos pesquisados. Uma referência em CPU foi 

implementada e comparações de desempenho justificam o uso de GPUs como processadores 

massivamente paralelos. Em adição, o desempenho da estrutura de dados proposta é comparada 

com implementações em CPU e GPU de trabalhos anteriores. Finalmente, uma aplicação de 

renderização baseada em pontos foi desenvolvida de forma a verificar o potencial da estrutura de 

dados. 

Palavras-chave: nearest neighbor search; massive parallel programming; GPGPU; KNN; ANN; Point-

Based Rendering; PBR; renderização baseada em pontos; programação massivamente paralela; 

vizinhos mais próximos.  
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1 Introduction 

“Ability is what you're capable of doing. Motivation determines what you do. 

Attitude determines how well you do it.” – Lou Holtz. 

patial subdivision is a well-known technique for improving performance used in a variety of 

applications. There are many data structures that handle spatial subdivision efficiently. 

However some data structures are well suited for specific problems. As an example, ray 

tracers need to do a lot of ray-triangle intersection tests in order to perform triangle culling. And kd-

trees can provide a fast approach to solve such tests as shown in [PH04]. In addition, kd-trees can 

also be used for nearest neighbor search in photon mapping [Jen01] or in point cloud modeling 

[AGPP+04]. Other data structures such as octrees have been used for smoke and water simulation 

[LGF04] and appearance preserving [LBJS07], while collision detection of deformable objects can be 

implemented with spatial hashes [THMP+03] or representative triangles [CTM08]. Finally, different 

types of spatial subdivision data structures ease the task of culling non visible objects from a scene 

[PT02]. 

 Another common problem solved with an efficient spatial subdivision is the nearest 

neighbors, which consists on finding the closest neighbors to an input query. The neighbors and the 

input query can be described as a location, a car, a restaurant, etc. Nearest neighbor searches have 

their roots on the post-office problem, in which residences (input query) are assigned to their 

nearest post office (neighbor) and were first described by Donald Knuth [Knu98]. Nowadays, a vast 

number of problems rely on nearest neighbor searches, including pattern classification [CH67], 

mobile information systems [Saf05], implicit surfaces definition [ABCO+01][Lev01], simplification of 

point-sampled surfaces [PGK02], nearest photon queries in photon mapping [Jen01], nearest 

neighbor search in point cloud modeling and particle-based fluid simulation [AGPP+04][APKG07], 

normal estimation [MN03] and finite element modeling [CRT04], among others. In this context, 

solving problems that rely on nearest neighbors searches implies in improving spatial subdivision 

techniques. 

 With the recent growth of GPUs processing power, developers have found an alternative for 

speedup parallelizable tasks that can run on a SIMD (Single-Instruction Multiple-Data) multi-
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processor. Several research works exploit GPUs as a platform in order to improve application’s 

speedup. For example, real-time performance is achieved in kd-tree construction [ZHWG08], KLT 

tracking for High Definition (HD) images [FTAL+09], and molecular dynamics simulations [ALT08] to 

list a few. Furthermore, processing power of CPUs and GPUs are not measured only by their clock, 

the number of cores are also taken in account. This can be seen, as an example, on the last CPU 

models introduced by Intel, formerly known as Core i7, which do not surpasses the 3.33GHz barrier, 

but are built with four processing cores [Int10a]. Even so, GPUs exceed CPUs with respect to number 

of cores and FLOPs (floating point operations) power, with a lower core clock. In fact, latest NVIDIA 

desktop graphics cards have up to 240 stream processors per GPU [Nvd10a], while AMD ones have 

up to 3200 stream processors per GPU [Amd10a], both breaking the TeraFLOPs barrier. Using GPUs 

for heavy calculations is rather recommended, since they are less expensive than the fastest desktop 

CPUs available: the fastest consumer Intel processor (Core i7-975) costs US $ 999, while the fastest 

consumer NVIDIA graphics card, i.e. the GTX 295, on the other hand costs up to US $ 560. However, 

if a task is hardly parallelizable, GPUs will not be as powerful as CPUs. Furthermore, a different 

programming paradigm must be learned. 

1.1 Problem statement 

Nearest neighbor searches in dynamic point clouds comprise constructing a data structure (at each 

given timestamp) to hold the input data set as well as realize a lot of sorting, when searching for 

neighbors of a given set of query points. If the data structure does not intelligently subdivide the 

input data set in order to minimize such sorting, searches become slow and real-time criteria (a 

maximum processing time of 33 milliseconds, including data structure construction) cannot be met. 

In other words, the main problem is to solve nearest neighbor queries with real-time performance in 

dynamic point clouds. 

1.2 Research Objectives 

The main concern of this work is to address real-time massively parallel nearest neighbor searches in 

dynamic point clouds. This can be achieved through a grid data structure for both KNN (K nearest 

neighbors) and ANN (approximate nearest neighbors) searches and by exploiting the inherent 

parallel processing power of modern GPUs. In addition, a Point-Based Rendering application is 

proposed, so the data structure can be tested and evaluated. The aims previously mentioned should 

be achieved through the following specific objectives: 
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 Research and experimentation with GPU programming, which is the promising platform for 

solving problems with real-time performance. 

 Comparison of GPU approach to a CPU one, pointing the main advantages of the former as well 

as weak points. 

 Development of a Point-Based Rendering case study capable of exploiting the KNN and/or ANN 

searches, thus serving as an evaluation of the proposed work. 

 Analysis of each case study with regard to obtained performance, speedup when compared to 

previous implementations and a discussion about the techniques that can be used for further 

improvements and optimizations. 

1.3 Dissertation Outline 

This dissertation has been structured in order to introduce the concepts involved in both parallel 

processing/programming and in nearest neighbor searches. It also intends to help the reader 

understand different possible choices for development of massively parallel applications. The 

remainder of the document is organized as follows. 

 In the second chapter, parallel programming is dissected in two main types: multi-core CPUs 

and GPGPU (General-Purpose computing in Graphics Processing Units). In each technique is outlined 

their strong and weak points as well as some specific problems they are meant to solve. Also new 

and future technologies such as OpenCL library [Ope10a] and the Microsoft Direct Compute [Mic10] 

are discussed. Finally, a comparison among the available parallel programming technologies is 

drawn. 

 The third chapter introduces the reader to Point-Based Rendering, explaining concepts such 

as splatting, MLS projection, among others. 

 The fourth chapter details the nearest neighbor problem, the queries involved and some 

related work. 

 The fifth chapter introduces the proposed solution to massively parallel nearest neighbor 

searches in dynamic point clouds. Both CPU and GPU implementations are highlighted. The obtained 

results are compared with each other as well as with previous works. Finally, a discussion justifies 

the advantages of a GPU approach. 

 The sixth chapter evaluates the solution with a Point-Based Rendering case study. 
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 The seventh chapter draws a conclusion for this dissertation, exploiting the contributions 

made and pointing some interesting future works to it. 

 All references used throughout this work are gathered on the “References” chapter. 

 Last, but not least, Appendix A contains all the abbreviations and acronyms used in this 

work. Appendix B compiles a list of publications related to and/or derived by this dissertation. 
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2 Parallel Programming 

“Art is making something out of nothing and selling it.” – Frank Zappa. 

arallel programming and computing are used in many contexts to solve different problems. 

Focusing in high performance computing (HPC) through multi-core CPUs and graphics cards, 

this chapter highlights some problems addressed by this paradigm, benefits from its usage 

as well as drawbacks and boundaries with current tools and platforms. Some libraries and 

techniques for parallel computing are further explained. 

2.1 Multi-core CPUs 

As the name itself implies, a multi-core CPU is a processing system composed by two or more 

independent cores (CPUs). Each core generally has its own L1 cache, while L2 cache is shared. A 

simple and generic dual core architecture is pictured in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1: Generic dual core CPU architecture 

 A multi-core approach allowed manufacturers to exploit high performance computing 

through parallel execution, instead from a high CPU frequency clock. The world's first non-

embedded dual-core processor was the POWER4 from IBM [TDFL+02], released in 2001, and 

currently the most powerful multi-core desktop CPU is the Intel Core i7-975, with four cores each at 

a clock frequency of 3.33GHz, delivering a maximum data throughput (memory transfer speed) of 

25.6GB/s. 

P 
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 Current cores in desktop multi-core CPUs may implement architectures such as superscalar 

or multithreading. The former implements an instruction-level parallelism, meaning that more than 

one instruction is executed per clock cycle. Figure 2 summarizes such architecture. The green blocks 

(fifth clock cycle) represent different instructions being executed in parallel, since they do not share 

the same pipeline stage. 

 

Figure 2: Simple superscalar pipeline 

 Multithreading architectures aims to increase utilization of a single core by leveraging 

thread-level as well as instruction-level parallelism. Some advantages can be listed as follows: 

 Intelligent use of computing resources: if a thread gets a lot of cache misses, another thread can 

continue its executing, avoiding resources becoming idle; 

 If a thread cannot use all computing resources of the CPU, as a result of dependent instructions, 

running another thread closes that gap; 

 If several threads work on the same set of data, they can actually share their cache, leading to 

better cache usage or synchronization on its values. 

 However, such architecture poses some disadvantages, including: 

 Multiple threads can interfere with each other when sharing hardware resources such as caches 

or translation lookaside buffers (TLBs); 

 Execution times of a single-thread are not improved but can be degraded, even when only one 

thread is executing. This is due to slower frequencies and/or additional pipeline stages that are 

necessary to accommodate thread-switching hardware; 

 Hardware support for multithreading is more visible to software, thus requiring more changes to 
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both application programs and operating systems than multiprocessing. 

 In short, multithreading comes at a price of changes not only in hardware but also in 

programs that benefits from this paradigm. On the software side, for example, one can use different 

approaches to parallelize applications. The following subsections describe an API and a library used 

to ease this task for CPU code. The first one, OpenMP, is an API that supports multi-platform shared 

memory multiprocessing programming in C, C++ and Fortran on different architectures. Basically, it 

is a set of compiler directives, library routines and environment variables that influence run-time 

behavior. The second subsection describes a C++ template library developed by Intel for writing 

software that takes advantage of multi-core processors. 

2.1.1 OpenMP 

The OpenMP (Open Multi-Processing) is an API focused on multi-platform parallel processing 

[Omp10]. It follows the shared memory multiprocessing paradigm and is available in C, C++ and 

Fortran languages on many architectures, including UNIX and Microsoft Windows platforms. 

 The first API specification was published on October 1997, supporting Fortran only (OpenMP 

for Fortran 1.0). A year later, it was available only for C/C++ languages. In 2000, specifications for 

version 2.0 were released for both Fortran and C/C++. Version 2.5 is a combined C/C++/Fortran 

specification that was made available in 2005. Recently, version 3.0 was released (May 2008) and is 

the current version of the API specification. 

 

Figure 3: Two parallel tasks being executed sequentially 

 OpenMP is an implementation of multithreading whereby the master thread “forks” a 

specified number of slave threads and a task is split among them. Figure 3 shows two tasks being 

executed sequentially. Parallel Task #2 is dependent on Parallel Task #1, so they cannot be executed 

in parallel, but each have independent sub-tasks, i.e. A, B, C and D. 
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 With multithreading programming, these sub-tasks can be executed in parallel, resulting in 

Figure 4. Each thread is assigned to a processor, so they may run concurrently. 

 

Figure 4: Tasks executed in parallel 

 As said before, OpenMP consists of compiler directives, library routines and environment 

variables. For example, the for loop in Figure 5a can be parallelized with OpenMP through a 

#pragma compiler directive, as shown in Figure 5b. What the #pragma compiler directive does is 

tell the compiler that the following section will be parallelized. In this case, the master thread will 

fork into a specified number of threads, and each thread will be assigned to a processing core. 

Supposing the running machine has four cores, the for loop is likely to be split in four parts, so each 

core can process concurrently a small piece of work (part). In that way, the application will 

theoretically have a speed up around four times. 

 

Figure 5: A simple sequential (A) for loop and its OpenMP parallelized counterpart (B) 

 The Figure 5 exploits a small advantage of using OpenMP for multiprocessing. Developers 

can use OpenMP to distribute work load among cores, and each core can process a different sub-

task, i.e. it is not a SIMD-exclusive (Single-Instruction Multiple-Data) API. The number of threads is 
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dictated by the omp_set_num_threads() function (in C/C++) or by the environment variable 

OMP_NUM_THREADS. The function takes priority over the environment variable, so if 

OMP_NUM_THREADS has a value of 4 and the developer specify a value of 8 through 

omp_set_num_threads() function, eight threads will be launched (seven forked from the master 

thread). In a system with fewer cores than threads launched, the threads will be scheduled to cores 

as they become available. Moreover, developers do not have to deal with thread creation and 

deletion. 

 In an overview, OpenMP core elements can be depicted as in Table 1, where each construct 

is part of the language extensions. 

Table 1: OpenMP constructs 

OpenMP language extensions Description 

Parallel  control structures 
Governs flow of control in the program 
 

parallel directive 

Work sharing 
Distribute work among threads 
 

do/parallel do and section directives 

Data environment 
Scope variables 
 

shared and private clauses 

Synchronization 

Coordinates thread execution 

 
critical and atomic directives 

barrier directive 

Runtime functions, env. variables 

Runtime environment 
 

omp_set_num_threads() 
omp_get_thread_num() 
OMP_NUM_THREADS 

OMP_SCHEDULE 

 

 To avoid race conditions, OpenMP supports declaration of private variables, critical sections 

and reductions. Figure 6 shows an example of a parallel implementation of minimum and maximum 

of a set. Each thread computes its own minimum and maximum values, and a critical section is used 

to evaluate the final values for the whole data. Since the for loop is inside a parallel construct, 

the #pragma omp for directive does not need to use the parallel keyword. In fact, if the 

parallel keyword is added, another fork operation happens, and performance has an overhead 
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penalty. 

 

Figure 6: A parallel implementation for minimum and maximum values of a data set  

 Moreover, OpenMP has built-in support parallel reduction. As an example, assume the sum 

of all elements on a set is needed. The code on Figure 6 could be modified to compute that sum. 

Instead of minimum or maximum values, each thread will calculate the partial sum on the for loop, 

and then on the critical section, the whole sum is computed. However, with OpenMP 

reduction clause, the code is even simpler, as shown in Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7: A parallel implementation for sum reduction 

 The reduction clause expects (for C/C++) an operator and a list of items. For each list item, 

a private copy is created in each implicit task and is initialized appropriately for the operator. After 

the end of the region, the original list item is updated with the values of the private copies using the 

specified operator. Table 2 shows the list of operators supported for the C/C++ version of OpenMP 

and their correspondent initialization values. 

 

01:  float finalSum = 0.f; 
 
02:  #pragma omp parallel for reduction(+:finalSum) 

03:  for (int i = 0; i < count; i++) { 

04:      finalSum += data[i]; 

05:  } 

01:  float minValue = FLT_MAX; 
02:  float maxValue = FLT_MIN; 

 
03:  #pragma omp parallel 

04:  { 

05:      float minLoc = minValue; 

06:      float maxLoc = maxValue; 

 
07:  #pragma omp for 

08:      for (int i = 0; i < count; i++) { 

09:          float value = data[i]; 

10:          minLoc = min(minLoc, value); 

11:          maxLoc = max(maxLoc, value); 

12:      } 
 
13:  #pragma omp critical 

14:      { 

15:          minValue = min(minLoc, minValue); 

16:          maxValue = max(maxLoc, minValue); 

17:      } 

18:  } 
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Table 2: Reduction operators and list items’ initial values 

Operator Initialization value 

+ 0 

* 1 

- 0 

& ~0 

| 0 

^ 0 

&& 1 

|| 0 

 

 Although the examples presented are simple enough, OpenMP supports more complex 

operations as well as sophisticated constructs, such as the task construct introduced in version 3.0, 

where a thread is elected to do a specific computation. Furthermore, OpenMP provides the 

section construct, so threads of an executing team may perform specific computations in parallel 

(i.e. different threads running different code). 

2.1.2 Intel Threading Building Blocks 

The Intel Threading Building Blocks (TBB) is a C++ template library developed by Intel Corporation for 

writing software programs that take advantage of multi-core processors [Tbb10]. It is currently 

available on different platforms of hardware and software, such as Microsoft Windows (XP or 

newer), Mac OS X (10.4.4 or higher), Linux using various compilers, Sun Solaris, PowerPC, Xbox 360, 

QNX Neutrino and FreeBSD. 

 Version 1.0 of the library was introduced by Intel on August 2006, which was the year after 

the introduction of Intel’s first dual core x86 processor, the Pentium D. In sequence, version 1.1 

debuted on April 2007, but the Intel C++ Compiler 10.0 only supported it later on June of the same 

year. On July 2007, version 2.0 was released and its code made open source. Version 2.1 was 

introduced on July 2008 with more features, such as exception handling and a portable thread 

wrapper, among others. Version 2.2 is the latest and was released on August 2009, featuring support 

for lambda functions in C++0x. 

 TBB uses the concept of “task stealing” to balance a parallel workload across available 

processing cores. This model is explained as follows: initially, the workload is evenly divided among 
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the available processor cores; if one core completes its work while others are still busy, it reassigns 

some of the work from one of the busy cores to the idle core. 

 On the developer side, there is no need to specify threads. Creation, deletion and joining of 

threads as well as their management are automatically done by TBB. Since TBB is a template based, 

most of their constructs requires a function object with the operator() defined. In comparison 

with OpenMP, this adds a lot more code. For example, Figure 8 shows the necessary code to port the 

sequential for loop represented in Figure 5a to TBB. While OpenMP requires just one more extra 

line, TBB in its turn requires 8 lines (excluded here the bracket ones). 

 

Figure 8: A simple for loop parallelized with Intel Threading Building Blocks 

 The template class parallel_for is the TBB equivalent for the OpenMP’s #pragma omp 

parallel for. It receives the entire iteration space from 0 to n-1, subdividing it into subspaces 

for each processor. The general form of the constructor is blocked_range<T>(begin, end, 

grainsize). The T specifies the value type, the arguments begin and end specify the iteration 

space. The grainsize will not be explained since it is not used in this example. 

 

Figure 9: A simple for loop parallelized with Intel Threading Building Blocks using lambda 
expressions 

 The code in Figure 8 can be reduced to fewer lines through lambda expressions. However, 

the underlying compiler needs to support such features, only present in C++0x specification. The 

01:  parallel_for(size_t(0), count, size_t(1), [=](size_t s) { 
02:      copyData[s] = data[s]; 
03:  }); 

01:  class ParallelFor { 
 
02:      float* mData; 
03:      float* mCopyData; 
 
04:  public: 
 
05:      void operator() (const blocked_range<size_t>& r) { 
06:          for (size_t s = r.begin(); s != r.end(); s++) { 
07:              mCopyData[s] = mData[s]; 
08:          } 
09:      } 
 
10:      ParallelFor(float* data, float* copyData) : 
11:          mData(data), mCopyData(copyData) { 
12:      } 
13:  }; 
 
14:  parallel_for(blocked_range<size_t>(0, count), ParallelFor(data, copyData)); 
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Intel C++ Compiler Version 11.0 implements C++0x lambda expressions. Figure 9 states the modified 

code, reducing from 7 to 1 extra line (not counting the bracket ones). 

 As with OpenMP, TBB supports parallel reduction operations. Similarly to parallel_for, 

there is a template class parallel_reduce, so the code in Figure 7 can be ported to TBB as in 

Figure 10. In addition to an operator(),  it is necessary a void join(SumReduction) function 

and a splitting constructor. The later takes as arguments a reference to the original object, and a 

dummy argument of type split, which is defined by the library. The dummy argument 

distinguishes the splitting constructor from a copy constructor. The former is a function used by the 

library in order to join partial results. 

 

Figure 10: Parallel reduction with Intel Threading Building Blocks 

 Clearly, TBB uses a lot more of code with regard to OpenMP, unless lambda expressions are 

used. Also, TBB is a template based library, so it is only available for C++ code and compilers. 

Considering these facts, most developers choose OpenMP as a feasible technology for 

multiprocessing in multi-core CPUs. 

 On the next section parallel computation on GPUs will be discussed and some techniques 

01:  class SumReduction { 
 
02:      float* mData; 
 
03:  public: 
 
04:      float mSum; 
 
05:      void operator() (const blocked_range<size_t>& r) { 
06:          for (size_t s = r.begin(); s != r.end(); s++) { 
07:              mSum += mData[s]; 
08:          } 
09:      } 
 
10:      SumReduction(SumReduction& s, split) : 
11:          mData(s.data), mSum(0.f) { 
12:      } 
 
13:     void join(const SumReduction& s) { mSum += s.mSum; }  
 
14:      SumReduction(float* data) : 
15:          mData(data), mSum(0.f) { 
16:      } 
 
17:  }; 
 
18:  SumReduction sf(data); 
19:  parallel_reduce(blocked_range<size_t>(0, count), sf); 
20:  float result = sf.mSum; 
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presented. 

2.2 General Purpose computing on GPU 

General Purpose computing on GPU (GPGPU) is a well-known technique consisting of exploiting 

GPU’s processing power to perform computation, other than graphics, in applications traditionally 

handled by the CPU. 

 Originally, GPUs were designed for graphics computation only, since their pipeline was fixed 

and thus no programmability was available. However, with the introduction of the NVIDIA GeForce 3 

Series, programmable pixel and vertex shaders were added, enabling custom visual effects. Apart 

from visual effects, developers have been using shaders to do custom computation, harnessing the 

processing power of GPUs as a co-processor. Earlier graphics cards have dedicated more pixel 

shaders units than fragment ones, due to fact that the amount of pixels generated in a rasterization 

is generally higher than the number of vertices sent to the graphics card. This approach impacts 

workload balance on the GPU. For example, if a program has a great number of vertices that need to 

be transformed and requires no pixel shading, processors dedicated to pixel shading would not be 

used, wasting GPU’s processing power. The same applies to GPGPU: developers need to choose 

carefully which computation is done where, mostly leaving the heavy ones to the pixel shaders. To 

tackle such problem, today’s GPUs have unified shader architecture, i. e. independent of the pipeline 

stage (be it vertex, fragment or geometry shading), workload balance is distributed among all 

processors. Moreover, new programming languages are available, so no knowledge of graphics 

libraries is required to use the GPU as a co-processor. 

 The technique of GPGPU has been used in different contexts, ranging from Monte Carlos 

simulation [Nvd10b] to nearest neighbor searches (focus of this dissertation) [ALT08][CK08][GGG08]. 

Since they have surpassed the TeraFLOPs mark, they are ideal co-processors. The main advantages 

of using a GPU for computation are a dedicated memory with a high bandwidth, a low cost when 

compared to multi-core CPUs or clusters of CPUs, higher FLOPs. Some disadvantages of using GPGPU 

are slow memory transfers between main memory (RAM) and graphics card memory (due to 

AGP/PCI/PCIe bus), a new programming paradigm is required (shader programming, CUDA, 

assembly, among others), lack of or limited support for double floating point precision. 

 Throughout the rest of this section, some GPGPU techniques, libraries and architectures will 

be discussed. Furthermore, at the end of this section some comparisons are made, in order to justify 

the technology used on this dissertation. 
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2.2.1 Shaders 

As said before, programmable pixel and vertex shaders were available with the NVIDIA GeForce 3 

Series, thus allowing specific computation on GPU. Albeit being faster than most of available CPUs, 

graphics cards required knowledge of a graphics library (OpenGL or DirectX) and shader 

programming. In addition, adapt problems to shading language and shader architecture is not an 

easy task. As an example, shading language does not support pointers or de-referencing, and 

scattering is only supported on the vertex shaders. 

 The main shading languages available are GLSL (OpenGL Shading Language) [Ope10b], 

created by the OpenGL ARB group; HLSL (High Level Shading Language) [Hls10], developed by 

Microsoft for use with Direct3D; and Cg (C for graphics) [Kil03], developed by NVIDIA in collaboration 

with Microsoft. Cg has a compiler that outputs DirectX or OpenGL shader programs, so non-NVIDIA 

graphics cards can also exploit it. 

 An example of GPGPU using shaders is the KLT tracker proposed by Zach et al. [ZGF08], 

achieving more than 200fps on state-of-the-art consumer GPUs for PAL (720x576) resolution data. It 

also delivers real-time performance on low-end mobile graphics processor (NVIDIA GeForce 8400 

GS). Figure 11 shows a GLSL code used on the aforementioned KLT tracker for computing the 

maximum value among a pixel and its neighbors. 

 

Figure 11: GLSL code for computing maximum value among a pixel and its neighbors 

01:  #ifndef MIN_DIST 
02:  #define MIN_DIST 5 
03:  #endif 
 
04:  void main(uniform sampler2D src_tex : TEXUNIT0, float2 st0 : TEXCOORD0, 
05:  uniform float2 ds, out float4 color : COLOR) { 
 
06:      float maxCornerness = pack_4ubyte(tex2D(src_tex, st0)); 
 
07:      for (int i = -MIN_DIST; i < 0; ++i) { 
08:          float cornerness = abs(pack_4ubyte(tex2D(src_tex, st0 + i*ds))); 
09:          maxCornerness = (cornerness >= abs(maxCornerness)) ? 
10:               (-cornerness) : maxCornerness; 
11:     } 
 
12:     for (int i = 1; i <= MIN_DIST; ++i) { 
13:        float cornerness = abs(pack_4ubyte(tex2D(src_tex, st0 + i*ds))); 
14:        maxCornerness = (cornerness >= abs(maxCornerness)) ? 
15:            (-cornerness) : maxCornerness; 
16:     } 
 
17:     color = unpack_4ubyte(maxCornerness); 
18:  } 
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 The code has similarities with C-like code, as can be noticed. Apart from shader code, 

developer must also take care of graphics library code, i. e. calling functions to create and destroy 

shader programs, load and unload them, initialize and attach variables, and so on. 

 One can use shaders by writing an OpenGL or a DirectX application. However there are some 

libraries that help abstract the graphics subsystem. BrookGPU [BFH+04], for example, is a compiler 

and runtime implementation of the Brook stream programming language for modern graphics 

hardware. It uses a backend to perform calculations, which can be based on OpenGL v1.3+, DirectX 

v9+ or AMD’s Close to Metal. It may also simulate a virtual graphics card via a special CPU backend. 

BrookGPU is licensed under the BSD license and is free software. The idea behind BrookGPU is to 

write the code to run on GPUs once and then choose one among several back-ends, assuming the 

code will run on them. Figure 12 shows an example of a BrookGPU code. The function saxpy defines 

the kernel code, i. e. the code which will run on GPU. It consists of a simple MADD (multiply then 

add) operation. The main function is responsible for initialize variables, copy memory between CPU 

and GPU and call the kernel. 

 

Figure 12: BrookGPU code for a MADD operation 

 The use of shaders for GPGPU has attracted attention of graphics card makers, resulting in 

languages, toolkits and Software Development Kits (SDKs) that provide direct access to GPU’s 

processing power regardless of a graphics context. In the following subsections, some of these 

technologies will be discussed. 

 

 

01:  kernel void saxpy(float a, float4 x<>, float4 y<>, out float4 result<>) { 
02:      result = a * x + y; 
03:  } 
 
04:  void main (void) { 
05:      float a; 
06:      float4 X[100], Y[100], Result[100]; 
07:      float4 x<100>, y<100>, result<100>; 
 
08:      // initialize variables 
 
09:      streamRead(x, X); // copy data from mem to stream 
10:      streamRead(y, Y); // copy data from mem to stream 
 
11:      saxpy(a, x, y, result); // execute kernel on all elements 
 
12:      streamWrite(result, Result); // copy data from stream to mem 
13:  } 
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2.2.2 NVIDIA CUDA 

CUDA stands for Compute Unified Device Architecture and was introduced by NVIDIA on November 

2006 with the GeForce 8800 GTX being NVIDIA’s first unified shader architecture consisting of 128 

stream processors (SPs). Moreover, the first CUDA SDK was released on 15 February 2007, for Linux 

and Windows. Currently its version is the 2.3 and is available for Mac OS X along with Windows and 

Linux. 

 NVIDIA's G80 processor is the first CUDA-compliant hardware available and can be accessed 

through a low-level parallel thread execution virtual machine, and a virtual instruction set 

architecture called PTX (Parallel Thread Execution). When the application is transferred to the target 

hardware, PTX code is translated to the device instruction set. Unlike AMD’s CTM, that has a very 

well defined low-level interface, NVIDIA focused on a C-based language, although it still requires a 

great knowledge of how the GPU works, as well as about its hardware. 

 

Figure 13: NVIDIA’s G80 execution model 

 The GeForce 8800 GTX has 8 groups of 16 SPs each, totalizing 128 processors. This 

architecture enables the GPU to use these groups, called multiprocessors (MPs), to process blocks of 

64 to 512 threads. These blocks are divided into groups of 32, called warps, the lowest scheduling 

unit used by the multiprocessor, since they do not work on a thread-level context switch. Kernel is a 

program, executed as blocks of warps, but the arrangement of threads in blocks and blocks in grids is 
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defined by the programmer, as seen in Figure 13. 

 Each multiprocessor contains 16 SPs and 2 Special Function Units (SFUs). The SFUs are used 

to calculate more complex instructions like sine, cosine and logarithm. Special instructions are 

several times slower because of the precision required, but it is possible to execute most instructions 

faster, in a less precise mode. An integer multiplication, for example, is processed by a SFU and 

requires 8 cycles, while the lower precision mode of this instruction (24 instead of 32 bits) can be 

executed by the SPs in only 2 cycles. Concluding, speed, rather than precision, is a major concern 

when rendering 3D scenes, the main purpose of GPUs. 

 

Figure 14: NVIDIA’s G80 memory model 

 The memory model implemented on the G80 is shown in Figure 14. It defines the scope for 

memory access operations: threads can individually read/write registers and local memory; threads 

in the same block can read/write in the same segment of shared memory; and all the threads in the 

grid can share data through global memory. Per-grid read-only operations are enabled for constant 

memory and texture memory. As for memory organization, some of it is located on chip, like 

registers and shared memory, while texture, constant, local, and global memory are implemented in 

device memory. Only reads from texture and constant memory can be cached. This organization 

shows that the GPU is designed for highly parallel computation of high arithmetic intensive 

problems; it is not recommended to use GPUs for any tasks that are not massively parallel. The G80 
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processor can be compared to a performance-optimized calculator, so the number and scope of 

applications that can benefit from GPU execution is not as big as if there was a massive multi-core 

CPU. 

 To take advantage of the G80 capabilities, there are some guidelines that should be 

considered when developing applications, including hardware limitations that the programmer must 

be aware of. The maximum number of threads per multiprocessor is 768, or 24 warps; these threads 

must be organized in a maximum number of 8 blocks per-multiprocessor, and 512 threads per block. 

Each multiprocessor contains 8,192 32-bit registers, 16 KB of shared memory, 8 KB of cached 

constants and 8 KB of cached 1D textures. Furthermore, each grid can be configured up to two 

dimensions (65536 x 65536 x 1) and each block up to three dimensions (512 x 512 x 64), the last one 

respecting the limit of 512 threads per block. 

 Memory latency is a significant matter, since the cost of memory access depends on its 

location. Contrary to what can be seen on hierarchical memory architectures, local memory is not 

faster than shared memory; indeed, it is several times slower, and cannot be cached. That is because 

local memory is a partition of the device memory, so it is important to use faster, on-chip, shared 

memory and registers. 

 Another issue when developing for CUDA is to appropriately feed the G80 with enough 

threads for execution, as the processor can schedule millions of threads. In order to help developers 

design efficient applications (in terms of memory and processor usage), NVIDIA released a CUDA 

Occupancy Calculator; using just a few parameters, as threads per block, registers per thread and 

shared memory per block, it is possible to know how much a developer can improve CUDA 

applications. The CUDA profiler gives the same occupancy information, and also kernel execution 

times in both GPU and CPU. The time spent with memory transfers is also monitored. 

 For backward compatibility and future-proof devices, every CUDA device has a compute 

capability number, represented by a major and minor revision number. Devices with the same major 

revision number have the same core architecture. The minor revision number corresponds to an 

incremental improvement to the core architecture, possibly including new features. The next-

generation CUDA architecture, known as Fermi, is expected to be introduced by NVIDIA on March 

2010. It is NVIDIA’s solution to high performance computing, with up to 512 CUDA cores and over 

three billion transistors [Nvd10c]. The memory interface is set to 384-bit-wide GDDR5, and each 

multi-processor now has 64KB of on-chip configurable shared memory and L1 cache. So one can use 

it as 48KB of shared memory and 16KB of L1 cache, or as 16KB of shared memory and 48KB of L1 
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cache.  Furthermore, instead of one warp per multi-processor a dual warp scheduler is used, 

improving hardware utilization. Other features are ECC (Error Correcting Code) support, fast atomic 

operations, a faster application context switching, concurrent kernel execution, unified address 

space, in order to support true C++ programs (C++ virtual functions, function pointers, ‘new’ and 

‘delete’ operators for dynamic allocation and de-allocation, and support for exception handling 

operations ‘try’ and ‘catch’). Finally, it will be optimized for OpenCL and DirectCompute  

technologies. 

 An example of CUDA code is shown in Figure 15. The kernel function computeHashD, i.e. 

the code that runs on the GPU, is declared as __global__ and does not return anything. It accepts 

pointers to global memory and a constant argument. Functions declared as __device__ (hash 

functions) can be called only by a kernel function. The compiler will be responsible for inlining them, 

since there is no stack in CUDA. Also, templates can be declared, easing development and improving 

reuse. 

 

Figure 15: CUDA code 

01:  template<class T> __device__ unsigned hash(T i, T j, T k, unsigned gridSize) { 
02:      return i * gridSize * gridSize + j * gridSize + k; 
03:  } 
 
04:  template<class T> __device__ unsigned hash(T& i, T& j, T& k, 
05:  float x, float y, float z, unsigned gridSize) { 
 
06:      i = T(min(float(gridSize - 1), x * float(gridSize))); 
07:      j = T(min(float(gridSize - 1), y * float(gridSize))); 
08:      k = T(min(float(gridSize - 1), z * float(gridSize))); 
 
09:      return hash<T>(i, j, k, gridSize); 
10:  } 
 
11:  __device__ unsigned hash(float x, float y, float z, unsigned gridSize) { 
12:      unsigned i, j, k; 
13:      return hash<unsigned>(i, j, k, x, y, z, gridSize); 
14:  } 
 
15:  __global__ void computeHashD(uint2* oPointHash, float4* iPos, unsigned nPoints) { 
 
16:      const unsigned idx = threadIdx.x + (blockIdx.x * blockDim.x); 
17:      if (idx >= nPoints) return; 
 
18:      const float4 pos = iPos[idx]; 
 
19:      const unsigned cellPos = hash( 
20:          (pos.x - params.minBound.x) * params.invBoundDiff.x, 
21:          (pos.y - params.minBound.y) * params.invBoundDiff.y, 
22:          (pos.z - params.minBound.z) * params.invBoundDiff.z, params.gridSize); 
 
23:      oPointHash[idx] = make_uint2(cellPos, idx); 
24:  } 
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 The code can be explained as follows. The function computedHashD takes an output 

pointer to global memory (variable oPointHash), an input pointer from global memory (variable 

iPos) and an unsigned argument (variable nPoints). Each thread computes its global index 

(variable idx), which is used for reading 3D points from global memory (line 16). If there are no 

more points to read, the code returns (line 17). If there are, the point is read (line 18), its hash is 

computed (line 19) and then both hash (variable cellPos) and point index (variable idx) are 

stored into global memory (line 23). 

 

 Figure 16: CUDA device initialization and kernel function call  

 The code in Figure 15 is similar to the BrookGPU code in Figure 12. The key difference using 

CUDA is that memory reads and writes can be scattered, i.e. reads from and writes to any memory 

position. And each thread has its own ID. Moreover, Figure 16 shows the necessary steps to initialize 

01:  void computeHash(unsigned numPoints, unsigned* dPointHash, float4* dPos) { 
02:      uint numThreads, numBlocks; 
03:      computeGridSize(numPoints, 256, numBlocks, numThreads); 
 
04:      // execute the kernel 
05:      computeHashD <<< numBlocks, numThreads >>> ((uint2*) dPointHash, dPos, 
06:          numPoints); 
 
07:      // check if kernel invocation generated an error 
08:      cutilCheckMsg("Kernel execution failed: computeHash"); 
09:  } 
 
10:  int main(int argc, char** argv) { 
11:      // the computing device will be the one with higher GFLOPs 
12:      cudaSetDevice( cutGetMaxGflopsDeviceId() ); 
 
13:      // assumes model is already initialized and holds information regarding points 
14:      float4* hPoints = model->getVertices(); 
15:      unsigned numPoints = model->getNumVertices(); 
 
16:      uint2* dPointHash = 0; 
17:      float4* dPoints = 0; 
 
18:      // allocate memory on device 
19:      cudaMalloc((void**) &dPointHash, numPoints * sizeof(uint2)); 
20:      cudaMalloc((void**) &dPoints, numPoints * sizeof(float4)); 
 
21:      // copy memory from host (CPU) to device 
22:      cudaMemcpy(dPoints, hPoints, sizeof(float4) * numPoints, 
23:          cudaMemcpyHostToDevice); 
 
24:      computeHash(numPoints, dPointHash, dPoints); 
 
25:      // free memory from device 
26:      cudaFree(dPointHash); 
27:      cudaFree(dPoints); 
 
28:      return 0; 
29:  } 
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the CUDA context, allocate CPU and GPU memory and call a CUDA kernel. It is important to note 

that any CUDA function must be called with a kernel configuration, as seen on line 5. This can be 

accomplished by specifying the number of blocks and threads per block between operators <<< and 

>>>. Optionally, it is possible to define how much shared memory is allocated for each block (up to 

16KB on current architectures) and which stream the kernel is associated with. 

 The CUDA device is initialized on line 12. If there is more than one CUDA device available, 

the one with higher processing power measured in GFLOPs is used. Lines 19 and 20 allocate memory 

on GPU, line 22 transfer data from host memory (RAM) to device memory, and lines 26 and 27 free 

memory from GPU. 

 CUDA has been used in different applications, from Monte Carlo simulation [Nvd10b] to 

real-time KD-Tree construction [ZHWG08], proving to be a powerful technology for massively 

parallel programming. However, CUDA applications only can be executed on NVIDIA GPUs, thus 

locking out other GPU hardware capable of GPGPU. In the next two subsections, other GPGPU 

technologies which may be executed on either NVIDIA or AMD GPUs are discussed. 

2.2.3 Microsoft DirectCompute 

Introduced on November 2008 at WinHEC 2008 Conference, DirectCompute is Microsoft’s solution 

for GPGPU through a shader program. Although it is a DirectX API and shaders are written in HLSL, 

differently from vertex, fragment and geometry shaders, it does not require an active rendering 

context to be executed. It was defined on Shader Model 4.0 and corresponds to DirectX 10. Two 

more shader versions are defined as 4.1 and 5.0, corresponding to DirectX 10.1 and DirectX 11, 

respectively. 

 Similarly to CUDA, DirectCompute defines several versions of compute shader capabilities to 

ensure that applications can exploit the maximum amount of GPUs available today. In addition, it 

has the flexibility to adopt new features exposed in upcoming DirectX 11 capable GPUs. Unlike 

CUDA, DirectCompute works in any graphics card that supports DirectX 10 and DirectX 11, so a 

compute shader can execute in both AMD and NVIDIA graphics cards without being rewritten. 

 A compute shader function is dispatched to the GPU with a 3D group configuration (in 

theory, because the z coordinate is equals to 1). Each group can be subdivided into a 3D threads 

configuration (again, the z coordinate is equals to 1).  The code sample in Figure 17 is a compute 

shader for simulating an ocean and can be found on CUDA DirectCompute SDK [Nvd10d]. Developers 

who know the C language are likely to feel comfortable with HLSL. 
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 The first line is the number of threads inside a group. The key disadvantage in this 

specification is that it is hard coded, so changing thread distribution requires one to modify the 

shader. This configuration can be mapped to CUDA as thread distribution inside blocks. On the host 

side, i.e. CPU code, this function will be dispatched to the GPU with the groups’ configuration, which 

can be mapped to a grid in CUDA. 

 One limitation with Compute Shader 4.x (CS 4.x) is that they have only one output buffer, i.e. 

it is necessary to allocate one big buffer and manage offsets manually, as on lines 26-28. In CS 5.0, 

there are up to eight buffers for output. However, these restrictions do not present on GPUs when 

using other computing APIs like CUDA and OpenCL (discussed in subsection 2.2.4). 

 

 Figure 17: Compute shader for simulating an ocean 

 Although DirectCompute supports different GPUs, it requires Windows Vista or Windows 7 

operating systems. Moreover, on DirectX 10 and DirectX 10.1 GPUs, shader model will be 4.0 and 

4.1, respectively, without support for multiple output buffers. Even on DirectX 11 capable GPUs, 

01:  [numthreads(16, 16, 1)] 
02:  void UpdateSpectrumCS(uint3 DTid : SV_DispatchThreadID) { 
03:      int in_index = DTid.y * g_InWidth + DTid.x; 
04:      int in_mindex = (g_ActualDim - DTid.y) * g_InWidth + (g_ActualDim - DTid.x); 
05:      int out_index = DTid.y * g_OutWidth + DTid.x; 
 
06:      // H(0) -> H(t) 
07:      float2 h0_k  = g_InputH0[in_index]; 
08:      float2 h0_mk = g_InputH0[in_mindex]; 
09:      float sin_v, cos_v; 
10:      sincos(g_InputOmega[in_index] * g_Time, sin_v, cos_v); 
 
11:      float2 ht; 
12:      ht.x = (h0_k.x + h0_mk.x) * cos_v - (h0_k.y + h0_mk.y) * sin_v; 
13:      ht.y = (h0_k.x - h0_mk.x) * sin_v + (h0_k.y - h0_mk.y) * cos_v; 
 
14:      // H(t) -> Dx(t), Dy(t) 
15:      float kx = DTid.x - g_ActualDim * 0.5f; 
16:      float ky = DTid.y - g_ActualDim * 0.5f; 
17:      float sqr_k = kx * kx + ky * ky; 
18:      float rsqr_k = 0; 
19:      if (sqr_k > 1e-12f) 
20:          rsqr_k = 1 / sqrt(sqr_k); 
 
21:      kx *= rsqr_k; 
22:      ky *= rsqr_k; 
23:      float2 dt_x = float2(ht.y * kx, -ht.x * kx); 
24:      float2 dt_y = float2(ht.y * ky, -ht.x * ky); 
 
25:      if ((DTid.x < g_OutWidth) && (DTid.y < g_OutHeight)) { 
26:          g_OutputHt[out_index] = ht; 
27:          g_OutputHt[out_index + g_DtxAddressOffset] = dt_x; 
28:          g_OutputHt[out_index + g_DtyAddressOffset] = dt_y; 
29:      } 
30:  } 
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compute shaders cannot have more than 8 output buffers. 

2.2.4 OpenCL 

Open Computing Language is an industry standard for multi-core programming [Ope10a]. OpenCL 

supports a wide range of applications, from embedded and consumer software to HPC solutions, 

through a low-level, high-performance, portable abstraction. By creating an efficient, close-to-the-

metal programming interface, OpenCL will form the foundation layer of a parallel computing 

ecosystem of platform-independent tools, middleware and applications. It is being maintained by 

the Khronos Group (the same group behind another technologies such as OpenGL, OpenGL ES, 

WebGL, OpenVG, among others), and was initially developed by Apple. Collaboration with technical 

teams at AMD, IBM, Intel and NVIDIA lead to a refined initial proposal submitted to the Khronos 

Group. Later on November 2008, the technical details of the specification for OpenCL 1.0 were 

finished. Not surprisingly, the version 1.0 of OpenCL was released along with Mac OS X 10.6 (“Snow 

Leopard”), Apple’s current operating system. 

 With the introduction of OpenCL, AMD has decided to support it instead of the now 

deprecated Close to the Metal (CTM) in its Stream framework. On November 2009, NVIDIA has 

released drivers for OpenCL 1.0, and on December 2009 AMD released its Stream SDK version 2.0 

with support for OpenCL 1.0. 

 Albeit being discussed in a GPGPU subsection, OpenCL includes support for multi-core CPUs, 

becoming a promising alternative for parallel programming, since the same code will run across 

different platforms of hardware, without being modified. Furthermore, OpenCL is being developed 

over the same principles as OpenGL, so different extensions are supported, as well as upcoming 

versions will further introduce new features (future-proof technology). 

 OpenCL has some similarities with CUDA, except that in addition it supports CPUs. Some 

design requirements are pointed bellow: 

 Use all computational resources in system. 

 Program CPUs, GPUs, and other processors peers. 

 Support both data- and task-parallel compute models. 

 Efficient C-based parallel programming model. 

 Abstract the specifics of the underlying hardware. 

 Abstraction is low-level, high performance but device-portable. 

 Approachable – but primarily targeted at expert developers. 
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 Ecosystem foundation – no middleware or “convenience” functions. 

 Implementable on a range of embedded, desktop and server systems. 

 HPC, desktop and handheld profiles in one specification. 

 Drive future hardware requirements. 

 Floating point precision requirements. 

 Applicable to both consumer and HPC applications. 

 Moreover, OpenCL has a platform layer API defining a hardware abstraction layer over 

device computational resources. With it, one can query, select and initialize compute devices (be 

them CPU, GPU or another kind of compute device). In addition, one can create compute contexts 

and work-queues. Also, it has a runtime API which manages scheduling, compute and memory 

resources, and executes compute kernels. 

 

Figure 18: OpenCL memory model 

 The execution model is very similar to the CUDA one. An OpenCL program can be split into 

kernels, as the basic unit of executable code which can be data-parallel or task-parallel; and in a host 

program consisting of a collection of compute kernels and internal functions. The kernel execution 

can be described as follows. The host program involves the kernel over an index space called 

NDRange (“N Dimensional Range”), which can be a 1-, 2- or 3-dimensional space. This configuration 
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can be mapped to grid dimensions in CUDA. A single kernel instance at a point in the index space is 

called a work-item, in CUDA they are called threads. Work-items are further grouped into work-

groups, where each group has its unique ID, and work-items have their unique local ID within a 

group. Work-groups are compared to blocks in CUDA. 

 OpenCL memory model is picture in Figure 18. Each work-item has its own private memory 

(registers in CUDA). For synchronizing work-items, local memory can be used and its modification is 

seen across the work-group (CUDA’s shared memory). Global and constant memories are local 

memory to the device (built-in memory) and are not synchronized across work-groups and have low 

latency (mapped to their counterparts in CUDA). 

 The code in Figure 15 was ported to OpenCL as seen in Figure 19. It is important to notice 

OpenCL’s lack of support for templates, function overload and reference arguments. However, one 

does not need to compute the work-item global id, since it can be accessed by the get_global_id 

function. Other advantages over CUDA are the initialization of vector types, as seen on line 19; the 

swizzle operator, where some components of a vector type can be accessed with no restrict order 

(as in aInt4 = someInt4.yzxw), among others. 

 

Figure 19: OpenCL code 

01:  static inline uint hash(uint i, uint j, uint k, uint gridSize) { 
02:      return i * gridSize * gridSize + j * gridSize + k; 
03:  } 
 
04:  static inline uint hashf(float x, float y, float z, uint gridSize) { 
 
05:      uint i = min((float)(gridSize - 1), x * (float)(gridSize)); 
06:      uint j = min((float)(gridSize - 1), y * (float)(gridSize)); 
07:      uint k = min((float)(gridSize - 1), z * (float)(gridSize)); 
 
08:      return hash(i, j, k, gridSize); 
09:  } 
 
10:  __kernel void computeHashD(__global uint2* oPointHash, 
11:  __global const float4* iPos, __constant GridParams* params, unsigned nPoints) { 
 
12:      const uint idx = get_global_id(0); 
13:      if (idx >= nPoints) return; 
 
14:      const float4 pos = iPos[idx]; 
 
15:      const uint cellPos = hashf( 
16:          (pos.x – params->minBound.x) * params->invBoundDiff.x, 
17:          (pos.y - params->minBound.y) * params->invBoundDiff.y, 
18:          (pos.z - params->minBound.z) * params->invBoundDiff.z, params->gridSize); 
 
19:      oPointHash[idx] = (uint2) (cellPos, idx); 
20:  } 
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 By supporting different platforms of hardware, OpenCL could become de-facto standard for 

high performance computing. However, current OpenCL GPU drivers are premature and the 

technology is not widely used yet. 

2.3 Comparisons 

This section aims to compare and discuss some advantages and disadvantages of each technology in 

order to justify the one chosen by this dissertation. 

 Before comparing GPU technologies, Table 3 states some features presented in currently 

available top of the line desktop multi-core CPUs (Intel Core i7-975 Extreme Edition [Int10a] and 

AMD Phenom II X4 965 Black Edition [Amd10b]) and desktop GPUs (NVIDIA GeForce GTX 295 

[Nvd10a] and AMD Radeon HD 5970 [Amd10a]). The features are explained as follows: 

 Double precision refers to the commonly known double data type, which is a 64-bit-wide 

floating point type. On multi-core CPUs, double precision operations are fully IEEE compliant. On 

GPUs, some does not support it or are not fully IEEE compliant. In addition, double precision 

operations on GPUs are slow because few units are available per cores. This affirmative is about 

to change when NVIDIA launches its next line of GPUs, which will have one FPU per stream 

processor [Nvd10c]. 

 Scattering refers to reading and writing to arbitrary memory positions.  Multi-core CPUs always 

had these features and only recent GPUs have explicitly introduced support for these 

operations.  

 Cache is associated with the available cache memory in each device. It is noteworthy that no 

official information on Level 1 (L1) cache was accessible for the Intel CPU. Moreover, for GPUs 

additional information about shared memory is given, as well as about constant, local and 

texture memory (NVIDIA GPU). 

 Number of cores is just a comparison about the number of available processing units. On one 

hand, CPUs are considered quad-core, since they have four cores. On the other hand, GPUs are 

considered many-core, since they have hundreds (or thousands) of stream processing units. 

 Memory bandwidth states the theoretical peak performance in memory transfers. GPUs are 

about ten times faster than CPUs for some reasons, including dedicated memory, higher 

memory clock, faster memory (GDDR5). 

 FLOPs measures each processor’s theoretical peak performance regarding the number of MADD 

(multiply then add) floating point operations per second. Since no official results are available for 
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the aforementioned CPUs, they were not included in the table. However, some benchmarks 

available on the internet point that CPUs do not even reach one hundred GFLOPS. 

 Price refers to the retails price of those products. 

 Table 3 demonstrates that GPUs are preferred for high performance computing applications 

development. Finally, the conclusion is that GPUs are more powerful than CPUs, while less 

expensive. 

Table 3: Multi-core CPU vs. GPU 

Features Multi-core CPU GPU 

Double precision Yes (fast) Yes (slow) 

Scattering Reads and writes Reads and writes 

Cache 

AMD: 128KB of L1 cache (64KB per 
core) + 2MB of L2 cache + 6MB of 

L3 cache 
 

Intel: 1MB of L2 cache (256KB per 
core) + 8MB de L3 cache 

AMD (per multiprocessor): 32 KB 
of shared memory + 8KB of L1 
cache + 64KB of global shared 
memory + 128KB of L2 cache 

 
NVIDIA (per multiprocessor): 16 
KB of shared memory + 64  KB of 
constant memory + 16KB of local 

memory + 8 KB cache for constant 
memory + 6 ~ 8 KB cache for 

texture memory 

Number of cores AMD and Intel: 4 on a single chip 

AMD: 320 stream processors with 
5 ALU each, per GPU 

 
NVIDIA: 10 cores with 24 stream 

processors each, per GPU 

Memory Bandwidth 
(theoretical peak 
performance) 

AMD: 21 GB/s 
Intel: 25.6 GB/s 

AMD: 256 GB/s 
NVIDIA: 224 GB/s 

FLOPS (theoretical 
peak performance) 

Not available 
AMD: 4640 GFLOPS 

NVIDIA: 1788 GFLOPS 

Price 
Intel: US $999 

AMD: Under US $200 
AMD: US $599 

NVIDIA: US $559 

 

 In order to choose the more appropriate GPGPU technology, Table 4 introduces some 

features supported by the technologies discussed on this chapter. Since, OpenMP and TBB are not 

GPGPU technologies, they were left apart.  Features considered in Table 4 are explained as follows: 

 Double precision is related to language support for this type. Shaders in general do not have 
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support for double floating point types and operations. CUDA, DirectCompute and OpenCL 

support it, but only if the underlying hardware platform also supports it. For example, in CUDA, if 

the underlying GPU does not support double types, they are demoted to float.  

 Scattering refers to arbitrary memory reads and writes. Shaders have limited support for 

scattering, being possible only with Vertex shaders as well as DirectCompute only has one 

output buffer in Shader Model 4.x and is limited to a maximum of 8 in Shader Model 5.0. 

 Inter-thread communication is threads’ ability to share data and to be synchronized with others. 

 Atomic operations have a connection to thread synchronization and support in language is 

exposed by CUDA, DirectCompute and OpenCL. It is important to note that atomic operations 

are only possible if the current hardware platform offers support for them. 

 Pointers are not supported by Shaders, while references are only supported by CUDA. The same 

occurs with C++ templates, albeit being a limited support. These features are more related to 

language support when comparing CUDA to DirectCompute and OpenCL. 

 Hardware platforms indicate which devices are required to support each technology. OpenCL is 

the only technology with cross hardware platform support, since multi-core CPUs can provide 

support for it. 

 Software platforms feature was introduced in Table 4 just to point a disadvantage in using 

DirectCompute as a GPGPU technology. 

 Analyzing Table 4, OpenCL is the most promising technology (even without some language 

features), since it supports several hardware platforms. However, as pointed earlier OpenCL GPU 

drivers are premature, leading to CUDA as the chosen GPGPU technology. 
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Table 4: GPU technology features 

Features Shaders CUDA DirectCompute OpenCL 

Double precision No Yes Yes Yes 

Scattering 
Only through 

Vertex shaders 
Yes 

Yes (up to 8 
output buffers, 

with Shader 
Model 5.0) 

Yes 

Inter-thread 
Communication 

No Yes Yes Yes 

Atomic Operations No 
Yes (local and 

global 
memories) 

Yes (with Shader 
Model 5.0) 

Yes 

Pointers No Yes Yes Yes 

References No Yes No No 

C++ templates No 
Yes (limited 

support) 
No No 

Hardware Platforms 
GPUs with 

programmable 
pipelines 

NVIDIA GeForce  
8 Series and 

higher 

DirectX 11 
compatible 

GPUs 

Different multi-
core CPUs, 

GPUs, mobile 
devices  

Software Platforms 
Linux, MacOS, 

Windows 
Linux, MacOS, 

Windows 
Windows 

Linux, MacOS, 
Windows 
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3 Point-Based Rendering 

“Hard work never killed anybody, but why take a chance?” – Edgar Bergen. 

egarding tridimensional (3D) models, their representation are often based on triangle 

meshes, since they are easy to manipulate and render. However, a reliable surface 

representation is only achieved with a great number of triangles, and when this number 

surpasses the number of pixels on the screen, the rendering process becomes slow [LW85]. 

Furthermore, representation of volumetric objects, wave simulation, smoke simulation, etc. is 

commonly done through a particle system. The correct rendering of objects represented as particle 

systems can be done through a high-quality GPU Point-Based Rendering (PBR) framework [BHZK05]. 

With point-based physics simulation applications, or Point-Based Applications (PBA) in short, the PBR 

technique is crucial for a correct model surface representation [MKNP+04]. PBR takes a point cloud 

with no explicit connectivity and reconstructs the underlying surface defined by such cloud. 

 Before explaining the splatting technique, a short background in point set surfaces is given. 

For example, a set of points   {     } can implicitly define a 3D surface [ABCO+01][Lev01] 

through a projection procedure, which projects any point near the point set onto the surface 

[Lev98]. Figure 20 (obtained from Alexa et al.’s work) shows a surface    implicitly defined by a set 

of points   . 

 

Figure 20: Surface    implicitly defined by a set of points    

R 
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 In Alexa et al.’s work a smooth manifold surface is defined from a set of points close to the 

original surface [ABCO+01]. Assuming Figure 21 (from Alexa et al.’s work), a point   can be projected 

into    by a local approximation. The projection procedure is described as follows. First, a local 

reference domain   for the purple point   is generated. The projection of   onto   defines its origin 

  (the red point). Then, a local polynomial approximation   to the heights    of points    over   is 

computed. In both cases, for each point    the weight is a function of the distance to  . The 

projection of   onto   (the blue point) is the result of the MLS projection procedure. 

 

Figure 21: MLS projection procedure 

 In order to render a point cloud, splatting is used. Splatting is a simple and efficient 

technique for rendering high-quality images of point-sampled surfaces. The basic idea of splatting is 

illustrated in Figure 22, obtained from the Point-Based Graphics book by Markus Gross and 

Hanspeter Pfister [GP06]. A naive approach to point rendering would perspectively project each 3D 

point to the image plane as in Figure 22a, and assign the color of the point to the closest pixel. 

Obviously, this leads to holes in the rendered image if the surface is not sampled with sufficient 

density. On the other hand, if more than one point projects to the same pixel, the rendering result is 

dependent on the order in which the points are projected. Splatting, as shown in Figure 22b, solves 

these problems by distributing the color of each projected point among its neighboring pixels. 

Therefore, points are considered splats, each having as attributes a position, a normal, material 

properties and a radius value. The normal and radius values can be estimated by its neighbors, the 

former being dictated by the distance to its k-th nearest neighbor. 
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Figure 22: Point rendering by splatting. (a) Naive forward projection and rendering of point 
samples. (b) By splatting footprint functions each point sampl e distributes its contribution among 
neighboring pixels 

 There are several ways for representing splats. One is to use them as polygons, so older 

hardware can benefit from splatting. Basically, each splat is represented as a triangle (or by a quad) 

and a special elliptical alpha-texture is mapped, such that each pixel within the splat ellipse is 

assigned a positive alpha value and all fragments outside the splat are assigned a zero alpha value. 

All fragments that do not belong to the splat are then discarded by some alpha test (see Figure 23). 

This technique was used, for instance, in Ren et al. [RPZ02] and Pajarola et al. [PSG04]. 

 

Figure 23: Splats can be rasterized by mapping an elliptical alpha-texture onto a triangle and 
setting up the alpha test to discard all fragments that do not belong to the splat’s interior  

 The problem with this technique is that the number of triangle vertices to be stored and 

processed is three times the number of splats in the model. This situation aggravates when quads 

are used instead of triangles, i.e. the number of stored and processed points is four times more. 

 Smart splatting techniques recommend points rendered as such. For instance, all points can 

be rendered as image-aligned squares. This can be done in OpenGL (for example) by using the 
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GL_POINTS primitive and modifying its size on a vertex shader (variable gl_PointSize). The 

correct size must be computed in the vertex shader in order to ensure that neighboring splats 

overlap in image space, leading to a hole-free rendering. An approximation of the exact splat size   

can be computed by perspectively foreshortening the larger of the splat’s radii   using the depth 

value of the splat center p in camera coordinates: 

     
 

  
 

 

   
, (1) 

where  ,   and   are the near/top/bottom parameters of the viewing frustum and   denotes the 

height (in pixels) of the viewport. A sphere rendered using this technique is shown in Figure 24. 

 

Figure 24: Rendering splats as image-aligned squares 

 The problem with the aforementioned technique is that splats tend not to follow the 

object’s contour. Botsch et al. [BSK04] introduced a perspectively correct rasterization technique. 

The first step was to discover the point size in a vertex shader, as in Equation 1. However, an 

additional step is a fragment shader which determines, for each pixel of the     square, whether 

or not it corresponds to the projection of a point inside or outside of the splat. 

 Assuming the schematics presented in Figure 25, the projection is accomplished by primarily 

computing the pixel’s exact 3D position by inverting the view and projection transformations. The 

first step is to compute the point    on the near plane that is being projected to the current window 

pixel position      , which is basically an inversion of the viewport transformation: 
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   (

  
  

   
 

  

 

  
  

   
 

  

 

  

), (2) 

where  {    } and  {    }  denote the width and height of the near plane and viewport, respectively. 

Since information about the splat is available, the point   can be found by intersecting a ray casted 

from the eye through    with the splat’s supporting plane (defined by its position   and normal 

orientation  ): 

     
   

  
  

. (3) 

 After computing  , it is easy to determine if a pixel is inside the splat, by computing  ’s 

distance to the splat’s center  . If it is less or equal to the splat’s radii  , then the pixel is accepted, 

otherwise, it is rejected. 

 

Figure 25: The point   corresponds to a given window pixel by casting a ray from through the 
respective point    on the near plane and intersecting it with the splat plane 

 Finally, it is necessary to correct pixel’s depth, because after the vertex stage all pixels will 

have the same   coordinate. Since the exact depth in eye-coordinates    is known, the fragment’s 

depth value     is derived by 

    
 

  
 

  

   
 

 

   
. (4) 

 Similarly to Figure 24, a sphere rendered using this technique is shown in Figure 26. It is 

important to note the well-defined object’s contour when comparing with Figure 24.  
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Figure 26: Computing the splat shape by an affine approximation to the project ion leads to much 
better rendering, especially at the object’s contours  

 After determining the pixels that are covered by the projected splats in the rasterization 

stage, the second step in splat rendering involves the lighting and shading of surface splats. As with 

triangles, one can use flat shading with splats. This can be accomplished by just using the splat 

normal, its material and reflectance properties, resulting in constant color. The main issue with this 

shading model is that since neighboring splats mutually intersects each other, flat shading leads to 

undesired shading discontinuities (see Figure 27, center left). 

 Splats have no connectivity, so in order to achieve a smoother rendering, the shading 

discontinuities may be avoided by interpolating neighbor’s colors. By using a Gaussian weight 

function       for each splat   , one can determine the color value at the pixel      . Basically, since 

each splat has its radius value dictated by the distance to its k-th nearest neighbor, the Gaussian 

function can be represented as 

           (                              )
 

, (5) 

where             is the distance between points    and    and                       

represents the inverse model-view-projection of a pixel       in order to compute its counterpart in 

world coordinates. The final color value for pixel       is the weighted average over all splats 

covering this pixel: 
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∑           

∑         
, (6) 

with    being the color for splat   . 

 The Gouraud technique removes the undesired discontinuities, but introduces a noticeable 

blur (see Figure 27, center right). The key for high-quality point-based rendering is per-pixel Phong 

shading for surface splats [ZPvBG01][KV01][KV03][BSK04]. The problem is that normal vectors 

cannot be interpolated since there is no connectivity between splats, so instead a normal field has to 

be constructed in another way. Botsch et al. [BSK04] explicitly assigns a linear normal field to each 

splat, instead of keeping its associated normal vector constant. The result of this technique can be 

seen in Figure 27, right. Finally, another shading technique is presented by Botsch et al. [BHZK05], 

consisting of deferred shading and has similar results to Phong shading, but higher performance. 

 

Figure 27: The same torso dataset of 3,000 splats (left) rendered using flat shading (center left), 
Gouraud shading (center right), and Phong shading (right)  

 Regarding dynamic scenarios, the main bottleneck lies in computing at each frame a point’s 

neighbors, so one can compute a splat’s radius value, estimate its normal, etc. Next chapter 

discusses nearest neighbors searches, some areas in which they are important as well as some 

previous works’ performance results. Moreover, the Point-Based Rendering technique proposed in 

this dissertation and its implementation details are further described in Chapter 5. 
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4 Search and Data Structure 

“Life is what happens to you while you're busy making other plans.” – John 

Lennon. 

his chapter discusses K nearest neighbors (KNN) and approximate nearest neighbors (ANN) 

searches. The former is a generalization of the post-office problem [Knu98], where its 

solution involves the K nearest post-offices instead of the nearest one only. The later can 

accept minimum errors, for example there can be post-offices that are farther than the KNN, but can 

be found faster and are as good as the others for the problem’s solution. 

 Another subject discussed is the proposal of a grid-based GPU data structure for dynamic 

point cloud data sets capable of achieving real-time performance for both approximate and exact 

nearest neighbor searches. 

4.1 Nearest Neighbors Searches 

Nearest neighbor searches have been used in various areas. Cover et al. [CH67] showed a nearest 

neighbor decision rule: for each uncategorized sample point, it inherits the nearest previously 

categorized point’s classification. Furthermore, KNN searches are used, for instance, in navigation 

systems, where a car (represents a query point) can find the K nearest restaurants in a determined 

location, using the actual road network [Saf05]. Navigation systems also uses a derivative KNN 

search known as Continuous KNN, or CKNN in short, so the nearest points of interest along an entire 

path can be found. Huang et al. [HLL09] have shown an efficient application of the CKNN search on 

moving objects with uncertainty, regarding both the moving direction and the moving speed of each 

object to vary. The efficiency in finding the K nearest neighbors is also an important concern in 

sensor network applications, as highlighted in Xu et al.’s work [XFLW07]. 

 Regarding to the computer graphics area, nearest neighbor searches are important for 

solving several problems. As mentioned on the previous chapter, implicit surfaces and projection 

procedures require the closest points in the surface, given a point query. Therefore, they are 

relevant for point-based rendering. 

T 
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 In physics simulation, Müller et al. have been using phyxels (physics elements) to discretize 

an object’s volume *MKNP+04]. Each phyxel has a fixed mass    and in addition it is necessary to 

compute its density    and volume   . The density at a phyxel   uses its K nearest neighbors, which 

are found using Teschner et al.’s spatial hash [THMP+03]. The spatial hash employs a hash function 

for compressing a potentially infinite regular spatial grid. Although the hash function does not 

always provide a unique mapping of grid cells, it can be generated very efficiently and does not 

require complex data structures, such as octrees or binary space partitioning (BSP) trees. The main 

drawback is that the spatial hash is not adequate for KNN searches, since far away points may be 

hashed into the same cell, thus increasing the number of comparisons needed for selecting the 

closest ones. 

 Regarding implementation and performance, previous works on nearest neighbor searches 

are mainly done in CPU and are optimized for cache efficiency, minimal disk access, among others. In 

large point clouds data sets, Sankaranarayanan et al. [SSV07] proposed a search by identifying a 

region in space (called locality) that contains all the KNNs belonging to a collection of points. Once 

the best possible locality is built, each point searches only the locality for the correct set of K nearest 

neighbors. The data structure used is a disk-based quadtree variant (e.g., see [Sam05]) and can 

handle large data sets (millions of points). Even though their algorithm improves previous 

techniques, it does not deliver real-time performance, since their results show that 6.22 seconds are 

needed for computing the neighborhood of size      for each point in a cloud with 37K points, on 

a Quad Intel Xeon with 1GB of RAM and SCSI hard disks. 

 Aiming to speed up Sankaranarayanan's work, Connor et al. [CK08] proposed a solution for 

constructing KNN graphs for point clouds in parallel, which benefits from multiple processors CPUs 

and handles large data sets. The KNN graph construction is done in three phases. Firstly, a parallel 

distribution sort is used, then the sorted array is split into   chunks (  is the number of processors to 

be used) in a way that each processor can compute the initial approximate nearest neighbors for 

one chunk independently. Finally, a recursive function refines the approximate nearest neighbor 

solution to an exact answer. Albeit being an efficient algorithm for KNN searches by taking 

advantage of multiple processors, their results are impractical for real-time applications. 

Exemplifying, on two Quad-core 2.66GHz Intel Xeon CPUs, with 4GB of DDR RAM, for each point in a 

data set with about 27K points, the KNN graph construction for     takes 40ms for points stored 

as 64-bit integers, which delivers a maximum frame rate of 25fps. 

 Some problems that rely on nearest neighbors to be solved do not require the exact closest 
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neighbors. An approximation can be used and as a consequence, ANN searches are performed 

instead of KNN ones. Such approximation carries an inherent error, although ANN generally 

improves performance. The ANN effort is justified when the error can be minimized without 

compromising the problem’s solution. As an example, the normal estimation proposed by Mitra et 

al. [MN03] uses Arya et al.’s ANN library [AMNS+98] for neighborhood evaluation. Moreover, Lin et 

al. [LY01] proposed an index structure (ANN-tree) to solve ANN searches with a high accuracy. The 

ANN-tree greatly improves the accuracy of searches, but the results shown do not provide time 

measures and no more than one neighbor is computed for the data sets. 

 Recently, GPU implementations have improved performance by utilizing the massive parallel 

architecture of graphics cards. For example, nearest neighbor searches have been used in GPU data 

structures for dynamic sampling and rendering of algebraic point set surfaces [GGG08]. The data 

structure used is a modified redundant octree, where the basic principle is to store a sample at a 

given level that only depends on its influence radius. The results reported by Gaël et al. show a 

frame rate of 45fps (about 22ms) for dynamic sampling and rendering of a model with 

approximately 23K vertices (including NN searches), using a Core2 Duo 2.4GHz CPU and an NVIDIA 

GeForce 8800 GTX. 

 Kd-trees have been constructed in real-time on the GPU for ray tracing, point cloud 

modeling and photon mapping [ZHWG08]. The implemented point cloud modeling in [ZHWG08] 

performs 127K KNN searches for a neighborhood of      in 14ms, on an Intel Xeon 3.7 GHz CPU 

with an NVIDIA GeForce 8800 ULTRA, which proves that a GPU approach is not only feasible for K 

nearest neighbor searches, but practically mandatory. 

 To overcome the need of fast nearest neighbor searches, the data structure presented in 

this work supports dynamic input data. In addition, it provides a real-time performance on its 

construction phase. And finally, both KNN and ANN searches are supported in order to be a more 

generic solution. In the next chapter, the aforementioned data structure is detailed. 

4.2 GPU Data Structure 

The grid-based data structure is similar to Figure 28 and it will be further used in a Point-Based 

Rendering application. It handles tridimensional points and is subdivided in       parts. For 

instance, Figure 28 is subdivided in       parts. 
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Figure 28: Grid-based cube, subdivided in a       manner 

 The construction of the data structure and the algorithm for both ANN and KNN searches 

are highlighted, some implementation details are given and results are discussed. Moreover, a CPU 

data structure is implemented and compared with the GPU one. 

4.3 GPU Grid Construction 

The GPU data structure construction algorithm is described in two dimensions (regarding figures), 

but it is the same for three dimensions (the equations given are for tridimensional data) and 

proceeds as follows. For a given point set   (Figure 29a), the minimum and maximum coordinates 

are found through a parallel reduction [Har09]. The reduction algorithm basically elects a candidate 

(minimum or maximum) from a given set (in this case the point set  ). This way, the AABB (axis 

aligned bounding box) of   is computed. The AABB sides are then set to its maximum size, i.e. it is 

“rounded up” to a cube (the proposed data structure currently handles three dimensions), while 

keeping its center (Figure 29b). 
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Figure 29: Point set (a) and its AABB expansion for an even grid distribution (b) 

 From now on, the “working space” is set and it will be subdivided into cells (the number of 

subdivisions can be defined by the user interactively). In sequence, it is guaranteed that each point 

    remains within the cube and can be indexed into its cells following a simple injective hashing 

function, 

                           , (7) 

executed entirely on the GPU. The variable    has three dimensions and holds the spatial location of 

the cell, with regard to the cube’s number of subdivisions (represented by the variable  ). It is 

computed as 

           
              

                       
  , (8) 

with the variables            and            representing the minimum and maximum values 

of the “rounded up” AABB, respectively, and   being the cube’s number of subdivisions. Figure 30 

presents a given point set hashed into a grid with four subdivisions per dimension. 
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Figure 30: Point set hashed into a grid with four subdivisions per dimension 

 Since all the points     are hashed through the         function, they are sorted in a way 

that points from the same cell will be placed sequentially in memory. Finally, the input set is 

reordered following their hash value and in sequence each cell size is found, i.e. the amount of 

points that are within that cell, as at the bottom of Figure 31. It is noteworthy that except for the 

reduction, all stages of the data structure construction are done on the GPU. The reduction is an 

exception because part of it is done on the CPU. Section 4.5 will further discuss the implementation 

details. 

 

Figure 31: Point set aligned sequentially in memory, regarding cell position 
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4.4 GPU Nearest Neighbor Search 

This section describes how the nearest neighbor searches (both ANN and KNN) are performed. The 

ANN search is implemented using range search. Initially, for each point     , with   being the point 

index, its hash is computed and a search radius      is dictated, in parallel. Starting from the cell 

containing   ,    is incremented until the radius value    is found. It guarantees that at least K points 

are present. This search radius is measured in cells, i.e. if a point is within a cell    {     } and a 

radius      is found, then it is necessary to visit all the cells within the cube with edges    

{     } ,    {     } ,    {     } ,    {     } ,    {     } ,    {     } ,    {     } , 

   {     }. 

 The algorithm shown in Figure 32  is executed in parallel and since     , it ends up having a 

tri-dimensional cube with side equals to 3 cells, visiting at least 27 cells. A point histogram is 

computed for every visited cell. When the size of the histogram is greater than  , all the 

approximately K closest points are gathered, so the radius increment is stopped. Finally the K closest 

points are returned, based on their distance from  . 

 

Figure 32: ANN search algorithm 

 A similar approach is used for KNN searches (Figure 33). As with ANN, the value of    is 

found, but two more expansions are done. In KNN, the point    can be near an edge, so there could 

be points closer to it that are in cells not covered by the    found in the ANN algorithm. This avoids 

false neighbors, so the expansion is straightforward. 

01:  function ANNSearch(in  :point, in  :integer) 
02:  begin 
03:           
04:                 

05:                (  ) 

06:      do 
07:                  
08:          for each cell  ,   is    cells away from    

09:                                  
10:      while           
11:      return   closest points to   within radius    
12:  end 
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Figure 33: KNN search algorithm 

 The difference between ANN and KNN is explained in two dimensions as in Figure 34. Given 

a query point (in red) and a number of       neighbors to find, there are two point sets 

representing its neighbors. The approximate neighbors can be found using at least one expansion. 

They are represented by the black points plus the other two orange ones, and at least      cells 

are visited. Moreover, some error is introduced with this approximation. The purple points are closer 

than the orange ones, because they are near an edge (but not in the first expansion) and thus are 

found only when executing the KNN algorithm. In this case, at least       cells (in two 

dimensional problems) should be visited. The green points represent points that are neither 

approximate nor exact neighbors of the query point. 

 

Figure 34: Difference between ANN and KNN searches. More cells are visited with KNN searches 

01:  function KNNSearch(in  :point, in  :integer) 
02:  begin 
03:           
04:                 

05:                (  ) 

06:          
07:      do 
08:                  
09:          for each cell  ,   is    cells away from    

10:                                  
11:          if           then 
12:                    
13:      while           or       
14:      return   closest points to   within radius    
15:  end 
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4.5 Implementation Details 

The grid data structure and nearest neighbor searches are implemented in both CPU and GPU. The 

former uses OpenMP for parallelization, while the later uses NVIDIA’s CUDA framework. Although 

the CPU implementation is not the fastest available, it serves as a reference for the GPU 

implementation, since the algorithm used in both are very similar. 

4.5.1 GPU Implementation 

On the GPU implementation, several memory buffers are used for the data structure construction 

besides the input data set. For each point, four 32-bit integers representing the hash value are 

stored consisting of its index on the original buffer and temporary values for the sorting phase. In 

addition, two more buffers with size equal to       unsigned 32-bit integers are used to hold 

information about each cell start index and cell size (how many points the cell contains), with   being 

the number of grid subdivisions defined by the user. Currently, the value of   can range from 1 to 

197, due to memory (for the additional buffers) and performance (regarding time to compute cell 

start index and size) restrictions. Also, it has a fixed value for all the dimensions, so cells have the 

same space, facilitating the nearest neighbor searches. After allocating these buffers, the grid is 

constructed. 

 As noted on section 4.3, before constructing the grid, a parallel reduction is performed. The 

reduction code provided by the CUDA SDK was modified to support non power-of-two sized data 

sets and to compute both minimum and maximum values from the input data set in one kernel. The 

reduction done on GPU generates per-block minimum and maximum values. These values are copied 

to host memory, i.e. the memory available to the system, and a CPU reduction computes the AABB 

bounds. The AABB is then “rounded up” to a cube similarly to the illustration presented in Figure 29. 

 Points are hashed into cells following the kernel in Figure 15 and a parallel key-value radix 

sort is applied; the key and value are the hash and the point index, respectively. This way points 

from a given cell will be placed sequentially in memory. Finally, each cell size is computed and the 

original input data set buffer is reordered based on the index information after the parallel sorting. 

Since reads from contiguous memory addresses speed up performance due to CUDA’s memory 

management model, the reordering is mandatory. 

 Nearest neighbor searches are performed as follows. For each query point, its hash is re-

computed (faster than reading from global memory), to find out which cell encloses it, and then 
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range search is applied in order to discover the radius value   , which guarantees that at least K 

points are present in surrounding cells. In addition, the amount of non-empty cells on that range is 

stored. The total number of non-empty cells counted is computed by using a parallel scan [SHZO07] 

and a cell buffer is allocated to hold their indices. In sequence, all the cells within the radius value    

are revisited, except that instead of counting cells or computing a search radius, non-empty cells 

have their indices stored into the cell buffer. This will be helpful in the neighbor search’s sorting 

stage, since a reduced number of cells will be visited. As an example, for the KNN search in Figure 34, 

instead of 49 cells only 10 are visited (the ones marked in blue). 

 In order to exploit the memory model of the GPU, when performing the neighbor search’s 

sorting phase, ten variables that will hold the closest distances from the query point are declared, 

although the algorithm’s interest is the K-th distance. More than 10 variables, for the proposed 

kernel code, would compromise the general availability of registers, thus limiting the amount of 

threads executing physically in parallel. On one hand, if     , then all the points will be visited 

exactly once, and the K-th distance will be found. On the other hand, if     , points will be visited 

more than once. For example, if     , two iterations are performed, selecting the first ten closest 

points, then the seven remaining ones. This redundancy often pays off avoiding the use of shared 

memory or local memory, since the declared variables are going to be used as registers and thus no 

latency or shared memory bank conflicts would happen. Finally, after computing the distance    of 

the K-th neighbor, one more visit is performed for all the points and those which have a distance to 

the query point smaller or equal to    are stored. Global memory is used to store those points, so 

threads will write in consecutive memory locations. 

4.5.2 CPU Implementation 

The same algorithm was implemented on CPU for comparison purposes. Regarding GPU, the CPU 

implementation also stores the same memory buffers. For the sake of simplification, this section 

focuses only on the implementation differences. At first, the reduction is applied to the input point 

set, so the AABB can be found and “rounded up”. Continuing the algorithm, points are hashed, 

sorted by their hash value and finally all non-empty cells have their size computed. All of the steps 

are executed in parallel through OpenMP. 

 The main implementation difference occurs in the search part of the algorithm. When 

searching the value of range radius   , points within the cell are visited, so there is no need to store 

non-empty cells in a separate buffer. Furthermore, instead of declaring ten variables for sorting 

points regarding their distance to the query point, a linked list is used, so no point is visited more 
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than once. 

4.6 Results and Discussion 

The algorithms presented in this chapter have been tested on two machines. The first machine 

(Machine 1) has an Intel Core2 Quad Q9400 2.66GHz CPU (four cores) with 4GB of RAM and an 

NVIDIA 9800 GX2 graphics card with 512MB of dedicated memory per GPU. The second one 

(Machine 2) has an Intel Core i7 920 2.67GHz (eight cores) with 4GB of RAM and two NVIDIA GTX 

295 graphics card with 896MB of dedicated memory per GPU. Both machines were running 

Microsoft Windows 7 Professional 64-bit. However, although the GeForce 9800 GX2 graphics card 

has two GPUs, the GPU algorithm was develop to exploits only one. The same applies to the two GTX 

295 graphics cards, albeit consisting of four GPUs, only one is used. Each GPU on the GeForce 9800 

GX2 has 128 stream processors with 600MHz of core clock and 1000MHz of memory clock. On the 

GTX 295, each GPU has 240 stream processors with 576MHz of core clock and 999MHz of memory 

clock. 

 Table 5 shows the different data sets used in the tests executed on CPU and GPU. A visual 

representation of the data sets is shown in Figure 35. In addition, the E.T. data set is from a 3D OBJ 

online repository (no longer available), the sphere data set was generated with a 3D modeling tool, 

the Hand data set is from the Clemson University, while the remaining ones are from Stanford 

University. 

 

Figure 35: Visual representation of the E.T. (top left), Bunny (top center), Dinosaur (top right), 
Sphere (bottom left), Hand (bottom center) and Dragon (bottom right) data sets  
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Table 5: Data sets used in CPU and GPU tests 

Data set Size (points) 

E.T. 17,345 

Bunny 35,947 

Dinosaur 53,504 

Sphere 163,842 

Hand 327,323 

Dragon 423,565 

 

4.6.1 CPU results 

In order to compare Machine 1 (M1) against Machine 2 (M2), regarding CPU processing power, the 

CPU implementation was executed in both machines. For all data sets depicted in Table 5, grid 

construction, ANN searches and KNN searches numeric results were gathered and are shown in 

Table 6. The grid construction follows the number of subdivisions in the same table, and searches 

consist in: for each point in the data set, its      neighbors (approximate or exact) are found. 

Regarding the number of subdivisions, it is important to note that they were carefully chosen 

(empirically), not for the grid construction, but to improve performance on the searches. The time 

results are shown in milliseconds and were gathered according to the following criteria: each grid 

construction is repeated one hundred times, and then the average time is computed. The same rule 

applies to searches. 

Table 6: Timing results for grid construction and nearest neighbor searches on CPU 

Data set 
# of 

subdivisions 

Grid construction ANN KNN 

M1 M2 M1 M2 M1 M2 

E.T. 79 5.55 3.38 36.99 25.59 122.24 86.60 

Bunny 79 10.89 6.86 33.74 23.18 172.62 121.80 

Dinosaur 150 34.69 13.01 166.58 116.05 531.09 378.27 

Sphere 150 59.64 27.64 150.62 104.73 753.01 560.90 

Hand 192 106.06 50.26 843.48 623.55 4086.86 2754.88 

Dragon 192 162.72 70.99 945.66 644.34 3833.99 2686.56 

 

 Regarding grid construction, Figure 36 shows that Machine 2 has a minimum speedup of 

around 1.6x (E.T. and Bunny data sets) and a maximum of 2.66x (Dinosaur data set). The remaining 

data sets on Machine 2 are above two times of speedup relating to Machine 1. Nevertheless, real-

time performance was achieved on Machine 2 with the first four data sets, while on Machine 1 it 
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was achieved only with the first two. 

 

Figure 36: Grid construction times for the CPU implementation 

 Approximate neighbors search comparison chart is shown in Figure 37. All speed ups from 

Machine 2 over Machine 1 are around 1.4x. Real-time performance only can be seen with the E.T. 

and Bunny data sets on Machine 2, whereas Machine 1 has not presented any. 

 

Figure 37: Approximate nearest neighbors search times for the CPU implementation 

 Using exact nearest neighbor searches, Machine 2 outperforms Machine 1 with a speedup of 
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1.4x (see Figure 38).  However, no real-time performance was achieved in all data sets. 

 

Figure 38: Exact nearest neighbors search times for the CPU implementation 

 Finally, since nearest neighbors search visits more cells than the approximate search, timing 

results are expected to be higher. In fact, nearest neighbors search is at least 3.1x (Dinosaur data 

set) and up to 5.1x (Bunny data set) slower than their approximate counterpart on both machines. 

4.6.2 GPU results 

This subsection presents the obtained results with the GPU algorithm. Using the same data sets 

depicted in Table 5, tests were run and its      neighbors (approximate or exact) are found. 

Timing results (in milliseconds) as well as the number of subdivisions used for each data set are 

shown in Table 7 and were gathered following the same criteria for Table 6 results. 

 Table 7: Timing results for grid construction, and nearest neighbor searches on GPU 

Data set 
# of 

subdivisions 

Grid construction ANN KNN 

M1 M2 M1 M2 M1 M2 

E.T. 35 2.04 2.04 6.14 5.00 16.75 11.18 

Bunny 69 3.05 2.54 3.92 3.19 15.04 10.50 

Dinosaur 127 6.60 3.88 11.25 7.22 37.01 19.32 

Sphere 127 8.87 5.84 13.23 8.61 65.97 44.21 

Hand 192 22.59 11.60 39.46 19.61 171.73 73.83 

Dragon 192 24.33 13.34 55.19 27.05 230.80 106.70 

 Since the NVIDIA GTX 295 has 240 stream processors per GPU and the NVIDIA 9800 GX2 has 
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128 each, the speed ups are expected to be around 240 / 128 ≈ 1.9x. Obviously, this is a rough 

approximation since only the number of stream processors is measured (a more concise result 

should consider both GPU’s memory and core clock frequency). As a matter of fact, grid 

constructions range from 1 (E.T. data set) to 1.95 (Hand data set) times faster using the NVIDIA GTX 

295; approximate searches from 1.2 (E.T. and Bunny data sets) to 2 (Hand and Dragon data sets) 

times faster and exact searches from 1.4 (E.T. and Bunny data sets) to 2.3 (Hand data set) times 

faster on Machine 2. As said on section 2.2, it is expected that GPUs work at full performance as the 

number of computation grows. 

 Analyzing the results shown in Table 7, all data sets presented real-time performance 

regarding grid construction. Moreover, from Figure 39 it is possible to note that as the size of the 

data set grows, the speedup from Machine 2 to Machine 1 improves. This occurs due to the fact that 

with more data, GPUs work at full performance. 

 

Figure 39: Grid construction times for the GPU implementation 

 The approximate nearest neighbor search results are depicted in Figure 40. Exempting the 

Hand and Dragon data sets on Machine 1, all data sets presented real-time performance on both 

machines. 
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Figure 40: Approximate nearest neighbors search times for the GPU implementation 

 Finally, Figure 41 shows the results obtained for exact nearest neighbors search. On Machine 

1 only the E.T. and Bunny data sets have real-time performance. On Machine 2, in addition to those 

data sets, the Dinosaur also presents real-time performance. Moreover, the remaining data sets 

have interactive performance on both Machines. Since the exact search demands more comparisons 

it takes more time when compared to approximate search. 

 

Figure 41: Exact nearest neighbors search times for the GPU implementation 

 Regarding results obtained on Machine 2, Figure 42 presents the speedup values when 
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comparing GPU to CPU implementation. It is noteworthy that though the number of subdivisions is 

not equal, they were chosen in order to present the best performance for grid construction plus 

search (be it exact or approximate).  Grid construction speedup values range from 1.6 (E.T. data set) 

to 5.3 (Dragon data set) times. Approximate nearest neighbor searches speedups are from 5.1 to 

31.8 times, while exact searches are from 7.7 to 37.3 times. 

 

Figure 42: Speedup values obtained when comparing GPU to CPU results on Machine 2 

  Previous results [CK08] have shown that performing similar KNN searches (   ) in CPU 

(using 8 cores in parallel) on a point cloud of about 56K points yields a result of 70ms. The proposed 

algorithm performs both KNN search (    ) and grid construction in 50ms (on Machine 2) for a 

point cloud of 123K points in GPU (two times more points).  Furthering the comparisons, Table 8 

presents some interesting results. 

Table 8: Performance comparison with previous CPU implementations 

Work Data set size K Search Time CPU GPU 

[SSV07] 37,000 8 6.220s 
Quad Intel 

Xeon 
- 

[CK08] 27,000 1 0.040s 
2xQuad-core 
2.66GHz Intel 

Xeon 
- 

This work 53,504 8 0.036s 
Intel Core 2 

Quad 2.66GHz 
NVIDIA GeForce 

9800 GX2 
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 For all points in the data sets, one KNN search is performed. The number of points is 

depicted in the column “Data set size” and the number of neighbors found is represented by the 

column “K”. Search time is given in seconds and the two first works are implemented in CPU. Instead 

of using Machine 2’s GPU, the results were gathered on Machine 1 in order to prove the algorithm 

efficiency and feasibility in exploiting GPUs as co-processors. 

 The proposed algorithm surpasses both previous CPU implementations. When compared to 

[SSV07], it presents a speedup of approximately 173x, i.e. two orders of magnitude, while 

performing 16,504 more searches. In addition, when compared to [CK08], it performs 26,504 more 

searches in less time, while finding 7 more neighbors. In summary, this work performs more 

searches and finds more neighbors in less time. 

 An example of a GPU implementation for range search is the Anderson et al.’s neighbor list 

generation for molecular dynamics simulation [ALT08]. It reports that generating a list of all N 

neighbors (approximately 30 neighbors are found) on a data set with 50K points takes 25ms. The 

proposed algorithm also obtains a result of 25ms for the same conditions. However it is guaranteed 

that exactly 30 neighbors (exact or approximate ones) are found for each point, differently from 

Anderson et al.’s work. 

 Although being fast, the data structure has its drawbacks. For example, higher performance 

is achieved with an even point distribution. The ANN search time for the Bunny data set is faster 

than for the E.T. one due to the fact that the points in the Bunny data set are evenly distributed, 

while in the E.T. one there are many high density areas, decreasing performance in the sorting stage. 

 Another impact of point distribution can be exemplified with clusters. Figure 43 shows two 

clusters of points, one with 9 and other with 15,000. If it is required for each point an ANN or KNN 

search of up to 8 neighbors, the searches will be as fast as they should (according to the algorithm 

presented). However, if     neighbors are required, each point into the smaller cluster will need 

to visit too many cells (most of them are empty) in order to reach the larger cluster, because locally 

there are not enough neighbors. Moreover, in such cases a careful choice for the subdivision number 

must be taken. 
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Figure 43: Two clusters of points within the same grid data structure 

 Figure 44 shows a performance comparison regarding the subdivision choice and ANN 

searches on Machine 2 for the aforementioned data set. The blue line represents timing results for 

ANN searches when both clusters are within the same data structure, while the green line 

represents timing results for ANN searches only in the larger cluster, i.e. the cluster with 9 points is 

not present on the data structure, and thus is ignored. 

 

Figure 44: Time necessary to find K neighbors with one and two clusters. With two clusters, 
memory access is incoherent and a sudden increase in performance happens with the growth of 

subdivisions on the grid 
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 With    , the performance is drastically affected, as shown on Figure 45. This is due not 

only for incoherent memory access, but also to a high number of cells visited by the smaller cluster. 

 

Figure 45: Impact on ANN search performance in a clustered data set 

 Finally, the proposed algorithm needs the user to specify the number of subdivisions. Figure 

46 reports timing results for different subdivision choices for the Dinosaur model on Machine 2. The 

red line indicates the time spent on grid construction, the green line the time spent with searches 

(   ), and the blue line represents the total time.  

 If a poor choice is made, for instance, the number of subdivisions is equal to one, grid 

construction will be as fast as possible, but NN searches will require       time, which is 

unacceptable in dynamic scenarios. The input data set distribution and its size are the main concerns 

for a better subdivision choice. Finally, the presented exact nearest neighbor search approach is able 

to deliver real-time performance for small data sets. If large data sets are required, some 

improvements are needed. 
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Figure 46: Timing results for different subdivision choices on the Dinosaur data set  
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5 Point-Based Rendering Application 

“Little minds are tamed and subdued by misfortune .” – Washington Irvin. 

n order to evaluate the performance of the proposed data structure and approximate nearest 

neighbor search, a Point-Based Rendering application was developed. Regarding the data 

structure, its implementation was slightly modified to support reordering of more than one 

buffer. This was necessary, because the rendering framework needed to access color and normal 

information of each point. In addition, the PBR framework does not require information of a point’s 

neighbors, just the distances to the farthest one. This avoids storing neighbors in global memory and 

increases overall performance. 

 The application can be configured by a file called config.ini (see Figure 47). There are 

two sections: the first dictates the parameters of the grid-based data structure. Its values are the 

number of neighbors to search and the number of subdivisions for the data structure. The second 

section indicates the file path of an OBJ model to be rendered and whether it should be dynamic or 

not. 

 

Figure 47: Configuration file example 

 All parameters for the data structure can be changed in the application (see Figure 48). 

Sphere radius scales the size of the projected splat. 

 

Figure 48: Parameters that can be changed by the user. Grid size represents the number of 
subdivisions on the data structure, k the number of neighbors to be searched and sphere radius 

scales the splat for rendering 

I 

01:  ; Defines the initial configuration for the data structure 
02:  [SpatialHash] 
03:      k = 6 
04:      subdivisions = 69 
 
05:  ; Points the file of the model to be rendered 
06:  [Model] 
07:      path = ../../../resources/bunny.obj 

08:      animate = true 
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 Rendering follows the three pass algorithm proposed by Botsch and Kobbelt [BK03] and 

Guennebaud and Paulin [GP03] and is entirely implemented on GPU. The implementation details are 

presented on the following subsection. 

 Although both PBR and ANN searches are performed into the same GPU, thus limiting its 

processing availability, the results obtained show that the proposed algorithm and rendering 

framework are feasible for real-time applications. 

5.1 Implementation 

The splatting technique was implemented entirely on the GPU using OpenGL and GLSL and consists 

of three passes: visibility, accumulation and shading. 

 The visibility pass consists in rendering all splats perspectively [BSK04] in order to store their 

depth values on the depth buffer. In addition, back face culling is performed. This way, each pixel 

will determine the   value of a visible splat (see Figure 49). 

 

Figure 49: Depth map for the Bunny data set 

 The accumulation pass is similar to the visibility pass regarding the perspective projection. 

However, it does not write to the depth buffer. Instead, each splat is projected with a depth offset 

towards the viewer. This guarantees that overlapping splats will have fragments with different   

values accepted on the depth-test. Moreover, this pass accumulates interpolated normal vectors for 
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overlapping splats by using a blending function. The accumulated normal vectors (see Figure 50) will 

then be normalized on the following pass. 

 

Figure 50: Accumulated normal vectors for lighting using the Bunny data set 

 Finally, the remaining pass (shading pass) will compute the average normal vector for each 

pixel and perform lighting. The final result is presented in Figure 51. 

 

Figure 51: Bunny data set rendered using the Point-Based Rendering technique 
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5.2 Experimental Results 

The PBR application has been tested on Machine 2 specified on section 4.6. Regarding the data sets 

discussed in Table 5, they were rendered with the aforementioned Point-Based Rendering 

framework. The simulation of a dynamic point cloud was introduced by a wave function 

(implemented in CUDA), so that at each frame points’ position changes. The number of subdivisions 

used is described in Table 9 and     approximate neighbors are found, found, since this is a good 

(empirical) amount in order to reconstruct the surface of the aforementioned data sets. Finally, the 

window size was set to a high definition resolution of 720p, i.e. 1280×720 pixels. The results 

presented in Table 9 comprise both dynamic and static point clouds and consists of the average 

frame rate for rendering, the time for constructing the data structure, performing searches and 

rendering the point cloud. Also the time spent only with rendering is stated. 

Table 9: Point-Based Rendering execution times and frame rate for a dynamic scene 

Data set 
# of 

subdivisions 

Frame rate (FPS) Data structure (ms) Rendering (ms) 

Static Dynamic Static Dynamic Static Dynamic 

E.T. 50 85 78 5.05 6.84 6.71 5.98 

Bunny 69 75 65 5.02 7.04 8.31 8.34 

Dinosaur 127 63 58 9.09 10.86 6.78 6.38 

Sphere 127 47 44 11.11 13.15 10.16 9.57 

Hand 192 26 20 25.64 35.71 12.82 14.29 

Dragon 192 21 18 32.25 38.46 15.36 17.09 

 

 Analyzing Table 9, most data sets presented real-time performance for static and dynamic 

point clouds, exempting Hand and Dragon data sets. This occurs due to the fact that to only one GPU 

is responsible for rendering, data structure construction and searches, with a high amount of points. 

When all these times are added, real-time is almost impossible. One probable solution could be 

splitting the workload among more than one GPU. 

 Figure 52 shows the results obtained with static and dynamic point clouds for all data sets 

previously discussed. All data sets (in this figure) are presented in a static-dynamic order. 
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Figure 52: E.T. (top left), Bunny (top right), Dinosaur (middle left), Dragon (middle right) and Hand 
(bottom) data sets rendered using the Point-Based Rendering technique 

 It is important to notice that for simulated point clouds, the normal vectors were not 

updated and due to this inconsistency it is possible that holes do appear on the model (see Figure 

53). 

 

Figure 53: Holes introduced on the E.T. data set due to inconsistency on normal  vectors 
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  On high density areas, since points are not evenly distributed, neighbors will be close 

enough and holes may appear, as seen in a close-up view of the Dinosaur data set (Figure 54). 

 

Figure 54: Holes introduced by a non-evenly distributed data set 
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6 Conclusion 

“The ship of failure floats on a sea of excuses .” – Anonymous. 

he work done in this dissertation presented a massively parallel nearest neighbor searches 

implementation/solution on the GPU for dynamic point cloud data sets. It is capable of 

achieving real-time performance for both approximate and exact nearest neighbor searches. 

The algorithm builds a grid-based data structure and exploits GPU features to improve performance 

in the search stage. The results shown outperform previous off-line CPU implementations while are 

competitive against recent GPU ones, delivering better performance on dynamic scenarios. 

 The data structure and nearest neighbor searches were incorporated in a Point-Based 

Rendering application, proving its efficiency in handling massively NN searches in parallel with real-

time performance. However, the data structure requires a subdivision number specified by the user 

and only exploits a single GPU. Furthermore, the Point-Based application is not completely hole-free 

and there is no dynamic sampling of surface points. 

6.1 Contributions 

The main contributions of this work can be resumed as follows: 

 Research and experimentation with GPU programming, which is the promising platform for 

solving problems with real-time performance; 

 Comparison of several technologies for parallel programming in CPU and GPU, in order to 

justify the use of GPUs as a massive parallel processor; 

 Development of a GPU grid-based data structure able to deliver real-time performance for 

nearest neighbor searches in dynamic point clouds. This data structure is not restricted by 

Point-Based Rendering applications, i.e. it can be used by several types of applications; 

 Performance comparisons with previous CPU and GPU implementations; 

 Development of a real-time Point-Based Rendering application in order to evaluate the 

proposed data structure. 

 

T 
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6.2 Future Works 

There are some directions for improvement and future investigation: 

 Multi-GPU support is planned in order to utilize full processing power of available GPUs, and not 

being limited to just one; 

 Handling of large data sets (millions of points) is not covered due to memory availability of 

current GPUs, but a solution may be implemented through the use of stream computing; 

 The grid should be adaptable to input data set distribution, which can increase the time of its 

construction in a trade-off for decreasing the time in NN searches and also not requiring user 

intervention; 

 Point-Based Rendering application must provide a hole-free surface with support for dynamic 

sampling of surface points; 

 KNN searches performance can be addressed with the proposed adaptive grid; 

 Ongoing work is to incorporate the Point-Based Rendering framework in a research regarding 

Point-Based Applications [MKNP+04], so rendering of point-based models can be done in real-

time. 

 Other problems such as real-time physics simulation, point cloud modeling, among others, 

need to be further explored. 
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Appendix A 

Abbreviations and acronyms 
AABB Axis-Aligned Bounding Box 

AGP Accelerated Graphics Port 

AMD Advanced Micro Devices 

ANN Approximate Nearest Neighbors 

API Application Programming Interface 

ARB Architecture Review Board 

BSP Binary Space Partitioning 

Cg C for graphics 

CKNN Continuous K Nearest Neighbors 

CPU Central Processing Unit 

CS Compute Shader 

CTM Close to the Metal 

CUDA Compute Unified Device Architecture 

DDR Double Data Rate 

ECC Error Correcting Code 

FLOP Floating Point Operation 

FPU Floating Point Unit 

GDDR5 Graphics Double Data Rate, version 5 

GFLOP Giga Floating Point Operation 

GLSL Graphics Library Shading Language 

GPGPU General Purpose computing on Graphics Processing Units 

GPU Graphics Processing Unit 

HD High Definition 

HLSL High Level Shading Language 

HPC High Performance Computing 

IBM International Business Machines 

ID IDentifier 

KD-Tree K Dimensional Tree 

KLT Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi 

KNN K Nearest Neighbors 

L1 Level 1 

L2 Level 2 

L3 Level 3 

MADD Multiply then Add 

MLS Moving Least Squares 

MP Multi-Processor 
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NDRange N Dimensional Range 

NN Nearest Neighbor 

OpenCL Open Computing Library 

OpenGL Open Graphics Library 

OpenGL ES Open Graphics Library for Embedded Systems 

OpenMP Open Multi-Processing 

OpenVG Open Vector Graphics 

PAL Phase Alternating Line 

PBA Point-Based Applications 

PBR Point-Based Rendering 

PCI Peripheral Component Interconnect 

PCIe Peripheral Component Interconnect express 

PTX Parallel Thread eXecution 

RAM Random Access Memory 

SCSI Small Computer System Interface 

SDK Software Development Kit 

SFU Special Function Unit 

SIMD Single-Instruction Multiple-Data 

SP Stream Processor 

TBB Threading Building Blocks 

TLB Translation Lookaside Buffer 

WebGL Web Graphics Library 

WinHEC Windows Hardware Engineering Conference 
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